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PREFACE

Fisheries science is the study of manipulating the structure, dynamics,

and interactions of aquatic habitat, biotic populations, and man in order to

achieve specific human goals and objectives. Fisheries science is a broad

discipline that encompasses many, superficially unrelated fields.

The purpose of this text is to provide students and practicing fisheries

scientists with a basic understanding of the analysis of exploited fish

populations. Methods for evaluating the state of a population and techniques

which lead to management options and decisions are presented. Population

dynamics is approached from a broad, principle-oriented direction.

The authors hope that this text serves as a bridge between introductory

fisheries texts and mathematically oriented population dynamics texts. Basic

concepts dealing with populations are discussed from a conceptual approach.

Mathematical models and derivations have been kept to a minimum, while

attempting to explain the various analysis techniques. Major emphasis is

placed on the principles involved, not the fine points of the techniques as

used in practice.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a fishery must be studied at the onset of this book. Just

what is a fishery, A fishery can be viewed as being composed of three inter-

acting units: �! biota; �! habitat; and �! man  Figure I-l!. Biota includes

the plants and animals in the fishery. It involves all the fish, zooplankton,

phytoplankton, benthos, etc. as well as the animals or plants of interest. The

habitat is the physical component and includes all the interactions of such

factors as water quality, substrate, morphometry, and geography within the

fishery. The third and perhaps most poorly understood component of a fishery

is man. It includes all the uses and manipulations of the renewable biota

resource as a result of human activity. Nan's effects on the habitat and biota

may be caused by recreational fishing, commercial fishing, industrial activities,

agricultural activities, or domestic activities. In short, nearly any human

or societal activity may affect a fishery.

If only the first two units of a fishery are considered, biota and habitat,

then we are essentially speaking of an aquatic ecosystem. An ecosystem may be

viewed as a subset of a fishery. Ecological factors are often very important

in the management of a fishery and must be clearly understood. However, most

problems in managing a fishery result from man's activity, including fishing, and

are indirectly of a social nature.

Now that a fishery has been defined, the role of a fisheries scientist

should be explored. What is fisheries science? Fisheries science is a blend

of numerous disciplines, including biology, law, economics, management, etc.,

all oriented toward manipulation of a specific natural resource -- a fishery.

While the subjects of ichthyology, limnology, and aquaculture are deeply rooted,

fisheries science as defined in the above sense is a relatively recent innovation.
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The h«man elements of f isheries were related quantitatively to f ish populat ion

r»sp<>ns» for the f i rst i ime in t h» ir> i t ia i </e< ades <>f the 2 !th century  H«sse 1.1

L93l,  '.«sh i ng 1968! .

The "theory on fishing" was solidified by Russell �931!. Russell expressed

the concept that catch was the function of five parameters: abundance;

recruitment; growth; natural mortality; and fishing mortality. By manipulating

these parameters it would be possible f !r man to maximize the harvest from a

population. The theory assumes that maximization of catch is the objective of

fisheries managers.

Expanding Russells' ideas to some degree, a more contemporary theory of

fisheries management has been postulate<1  i.ackey 1975!. In this theory, the

objectives of a fisheri»s manager may i>iclude several things, social and bio-

logical, tangible and intangible. The riaximization of "societal benefits" is

the overriding objecti.ve of management.. The fishery is manipulated within

certain constraints to achieve the soci .tal objectives. The theory can be

expressed as:

q = f x ,x , ... ~ ~ v ,v , ... v !

where Q is the maximization of societal benefits, The X's are the "decision

variables" and include those things the manager can control. The Y's are the

situation. Suppose that a manager is ciiarged with managing a warmwater stream

fishery. Numerous problems are encount red in an effort to do so:

«nmanaged or unexi>loi ted pop«lati<»s are not well understood. Poor or

missing year classes of ten occur f r unknown reasons.

fish~er . 0 str»am  or any aquatic ecosystem! is a1;yoamic

i>at«ra1 system which is in constant flux but maintains a certain degree

dynamic equilibrium. Uef ining t 1<» <iyna'»ics i ~ a challenging, if not

<iv<. rwh» I.ming, 1>r<>i> i< m.

"constraints" and are not under the cant rol of the manager  or are only partially

under his contxol!. This model offers, conceptual framework from which fisheries

management may be approached.

Numerous problems confront a f ishei ies scientist when attempting to manage

a fishery. These problems arise out of the three units of a fishery, biota,

haitat, and man. The potential problem. can best be explained by a hypothetical



3. The environment is lar el uncontrollable. A manager can do very little
to substantially affect the environment. Only limited habitat improvement
is possible. Perhaps the best thing a manager can do is reduce the influence
of negative effects caused by pollution and habitat destruction.

by fishermen, boaters, bitd watchers, and other persons seeking recreation.
Commercial interests may wish to utilize the stream to support a commercial
fishery, to supply water to industry, or to carry away wastes,

5. Conflictin desires of an lers. Fishermen themselves rarely agree as to
what a fishery should produce. Should it be managed for trophy fish or pan-
fish, walleyes or smallmouth bass, consumptive or nonconsumptive use,

6. Com etition with other s ecial interest. Numerous interests view a stream

in various ways. Individuals interested in flood control, pest control,
agriculture, and industry all look at a stream with their specific problems
in mind.

The major point is that a fisheries scientist is not dealing only with the
ecosystem. Man is an integral part of the fisheries system. Man is the reason
for performing the management activities and at the same time man causes the
greatest problems when trying to achieve management objectives. Because af this,
fisheries science is not only ecology and fish biology, but also law, population
theory, management science, as well as economics, engineering, and others.

Fisheries is an interdisciplinary, applied science. It draws heavily from

many fields. Only a small part of fisheries science is unique to fisheries
science. The disciplines of fisheries science are innumerable; however, the
major areas are rather easy to define. The following summary identifies some of
the major contributing disciplines.

Biology, obviously, contributes heavily to fisheries science. Biological
information on the life history and physiological requirements of different

organisms is needed. Simple questions such as "when do the species of interest
spawn?" must be answered. Topics of interest within biology are ecology,
behavior, morphology, and taxonomy.

Mathematics is an integral part o: modern fisheries science. It has

enabled the transition from descriptivi work to quantitative, analytical
problem solving. Mathematics is utilized to describe processes  mortality,

4. Conflictin desires of the eneral ublic. Use of the stream may be demanded



growth!, to predict events based on described relationships  yield, recruitment!,
and to model complex systems  decision strategies!.

Statistical inference is needed in fisheries science, These techniques

serve to describe, evaluate, und predict. Statistics are the basis of all experi-
mental studies. Such analyses as estimates of stock abundance and potential yield
rely heavily on statistical techniques and theory. Statistics are utilized to
develop the mathematical relationships within a fishery.

Chemistry allows an understanding of chemical interaction in water and the
subsequent influence on aquatic life, Chemistry is important for several reasons.
Fish have basic environmental requirements which must be met at all times.

Engineering is highly necessary tc many areas of fisheries science. Inter-
action with engineers can serve to enhance, protect, or create habitats of various
types. Engineering supplies information on what and how technological develop-
ments can be constructed to influence a fishery, which can be positive  certain
stream improvements! or negative  channelization! influences.

Economics is an integral facet of recreational and commercial fisheries,

It defines how much a fishery is worth, enables analyses of costs and benefits,

and gives tangible value to a fishery.

Sociology is seldom considered as a discipline related to fisheries science,
but its importance is overwhelming. Sociology can help explain the desires of
people, the behavior of anglers, and the human response to management measures

such as seasons, limits, or "fish-fishermen" attracting devices.

Politics is important even if most fisheries scientists would prefer to

ignore it. Politics is the basis from which all management agencies are conceived,
initiated, budgeted, and governed. Problems with politics include conflicts

between governmental branches, requests for unreasonable object. ives, and pressure

to produce. A major component of politics is compromise and in order to function
in a political system, a manager must be willing to do just that. Politics
cannot be avoided. All fisheries scientists are involved to some degree either

at the national, state, and local levels or within the agencies, companies, and

universities where they work,

Computer technology is arrother contributor. Computers can perform many

elaborate computational. tasks, but thi» is mixed with the uncompromising demand

for sound models irr order for the information generated to be meaningful. As

processed data may become readily available to the decision-maker, more demands
are placed upon the individual to make rational use of this increased information.



Far from replacing man, computers have made certain types of individuals desirable,
if not indispensable, to a modern society.

The following chapters discuss the components of a fishery largely in terms

of the "target" species. The basic population parameters are discussed in

relation to their derivation and significance. The final two chapters tie the

population parameters into concepts of systems analysis and decision analysis.

It will be evident as the reader proceeds through the chapters the extent to

which the various disciplines have contributed to fisheries science.

Further Readin

Cushing, D. H. 1968. Fisheries biology, a study of population dynamics. The
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison. 200 pp.

Gulland, J. A. 1974. The management of marine fisheries. The University of
Washington Press, Seattle. 198 pp.

Lackey, R. T. 1974. Introductory fisheries cience. Sea Grant Program, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg. 280 pp.

Lackey, R. T. 1975. Recreational fisheries management and ecosystem modeling.
publ. VPI-FWS-4-75, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
44 pp.

Russell, E. S. 1931. Some theoretical considerations on the "overfishing"
problem. J. Cons. Intern. Explor. Mer. 6 l!:3-20.



CHAPTER TWO

STOCK IDENTIFICATION*

~Conee ts

Rational fisheries management must include a consideration of the extent

to which the animals under exploitation comprise a discrete, uniform, and self-

sustaining group. Evaluation of population parameters for understanding the

effects of exploitation on populations requires information about a group of

organisms or a unit stock. The unit stock concept does not imply that for

management to be successful all biologicaL or genetic units in the fishery be

delineated and treated separately. It re Iuires that what is being considered

a unit stock for management purposes be c imprised of organisms which are similar

enough in their vital parameters not to o iscure the data needed for efficient

management.

The unit stock is one of the most fundamental concepts in fisheries management.

By unit stock we mean a group of fish or <~ther aquatic animals that can be treated

as a single unit for management purposes. It may seem a simple task to identify
a unit stock, but it is actually quite difficult. The problem of the definition

of the unit stock is common to all studies of animal populations. Some of the

apparent inconsistencies of population analysis studies appear to have arisen

because the group of fish being studied did not form, to a sufficiently close
approximation, a unit stock.

A question that might be addressed is: why do we need to delineate a unit

stock? The answer lies in the fisheries theory upon which most modern management

~PATRICK J. COULSTON, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061.



strategy is based. Population dynamics models have been developed with the

aim of deriving the maximum sustainable yield from a fishery. To realistically

apply these models, a unit stock with definable characteristics must be

delineated.

The unit stock concept is particularly appropriate to the marine situation,

where most management is passive and functions almost entirely by way of

regulation. In freshwater, where stocking is practical and alteration of the

habitat is common, the unit stock concept takes on an additional dimension. The

recognition that different stocks, biological units in this case, have different

characteristics as determined by natural selection can allow the manager to

choose donor stocks for new or altered bodies of water which are best adapted

for a particular situation.

Host of the work on population dynamics models has been done on single

target species marine fisheries; e.g,, the tuna fishery. Consequently, reference

to the unit stock usually has a marine orientation. A unit stock has been

defined as "a self-contained and self-perpetuating group, with no mixture from

the outside and within which biological characteristics and impact of fishing

are uniform." Careful analysis of this definition reveals that the ideal unit

stock would be the exception rather than the rule in nature. The choice of what

is to be considered a unit stock must usually be made empirically, depending

on requiremer ts set forth by the manager regarding accuracy and detail in

analysis. One basic problem in applying most population dynamics models to

freshwater fisheries is defining the appropriate management unit; i.e., the

unit. stock. In a fishery with several distinc.t species, there are many possible

unit stocks,

The idea of recognizing management units as unit stocks can take on several

levels of refinement, Three levels are discussed to express the concept: �!

gross management; �! species managemen ; «nd �! strain management. The gross

level of stock management involves trea.ing all the target fish in a fishery

This is sometimes necessaryas an aggregate and in basically the s me manner.

because of limited knowledge of the f is i populations nr limited staf f. For

example, a manager may try to manage a .-«rial 1 warmw;rter impoundment with four

centrarchid species, but very little information on the populations is available.

As a result, the four species are lumped together for man«gement purposes and

the aggregate is treated as the unit sr.ock. Obviously, «ny rigid definition of

unit stock is violated. If it can be,assumed that the statistics of growth,

mortality, and recruitment do not vary substantially between the different



species, serious errors in analysis would not occur. This would be a very

gross assumption to make, but perhaps a necessary one.

Graham applied a population dynamics model to the aggregate of the

demersal fishes of the North Sea. Ile made the assumption that a unit

biomass of one species was equal to that of any other species in this area,

an assumption which is generally not strictly true. Graham was working

with a commercial marine fishery and species of similar habit. The assumption

of homogeneity is likely to be more realistic in this case than for fresh-

water lakes. In some situations  e.g., lack of data on individual species!

the only way the total population complex can be evaluated will be to make

this assumption and call the aggregate of all species present the unit

stock.

Species management would apply to individual animal groups such as

rainbow trout, bluegill, blue crabs, or shrimp. This is the most common

form of marine fisheries management in use today and usually works well

from a population dynamics standpoint. !n a hypothetical warmwater impound-

ment with four centrachid species, this management level would probably work

best. Each species would be designated as a separate stock. Thus, bass

would be one stock, bluegill another, and so forth. One problem would

that data would either have to be collected separately for each stock or

subdivided over each stock if the data were collected on the fishery as a

whole. It is usually most convenient to treat as large a group as possible

as a unit stock. This is especially true in freshwater fisheries where

data are often scanty. The corollary is that if data are collected separately

on all stocks, statistical analysis will take considerably more time and

effort, and probably a separate model would have to be constructed for each

stock.

Although individual species u»it stocks would conf.irm most closely to

the ideal def inition of a unit s toe k, there are still di f f icul ties. TExere

is a possibility that the impact uI I'ishing might not be uniform on a

particular stock. An example wool~' be where half of the lake is unavailable

for shore fishing due to vegetativi growth The stock would be subject to

different fishing Eiressures on the Iishable and unfishable shores. In

addition, the interaction betwee» . pecies could act to alter the biologi al

characteristics of the stocks i» diff'erent parts oi the lake. Predation

and competitio» miglit. both play a rol» I~ere. Elope I u l ly though, the vital

statistics of recruitment, growtli, a»d natural mortality would be homogeneous

with each stock.
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Situations where species management is not applicable are numerous.

Sockeye salmon in western North America cannot be ef fectively managed as a
species. The aopulatian from each individual spawning stream must be managed
as a separate stock. Nanagement of rainbow trout is sometimes a problem
because some populations are stream spawners while others are shoreline

spawners. In both sockeye salmon and rainbow trout, the management by strains
is most applicable. The same is true for many other fishes.

Despite the inconsistencies, defining a unit stock as a manageable

portion of the target fish population remains the most practical definition
in marine fisheries, and it is especially appropriate in freshwater recreational

fisheries.

Ident if ication

Numerous techniques have been developed for delineating stocks of fish.

Some methods potentially allow a great deal of resolution in determining

genetic differences between groups of fish; for instance, electrophoresis
of serum proteins. Other methods give only rough estimations of number and
range of stocks present. The precision with which the various methods
separate stocks is nat the sole basis for their selection in * given manage-

ment situation, but techniques must be chosen on the basis of the precision

needed to achieve management objectives given the constraints of budgets and

control of fishing.

The following methods of ;tock identification are presented relative

to their ability to delineate stock@:

1. Fish can be separated into stocks based on their comparative life

histories. Similarities or differences in habitat preference, food

consumed, and general life history are the kinds of criteria used for
this type of separation. Trojrar and Behnke �974! determined that

two introduced populations af cutthroat trout  Salmo clarki! of

different origins in North Michigan Lake, Colarado, formed two distinct

stocks for management purposals based an food and habitat preferences.

The population af Snake River cutthroat was the most acceptable from

the anglers' point of view because of its preference for feeding on

terrestrial and surface insects, thereby making it more vulnerable.

The Pikes Peak origin cutthroat trout perferred midwater feeding on

copepods, Consequently, the two races of cutthroat effectively formed
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provided evidence for two discrete populations of lake white fish
! in Maine lakes  Fenderson 1964!. Northcote Cot~canus

anti fsuyuki  lt�0! found that young rainbow tr ut  galen gafrdnerf!
showed differences in parr mark numbers above and below a waterfall.
This suggests that two discrete populations exist. Lewis �957! was
able to separate the striped bass  Morone saxatilis! of Chesapeake Bay
into three discrete populations based on gill raker counts. Neristic
counts present two problems in st.ock identification. The first of
these problems is that that they can be affected by the environment.
It is possible that the members of a single stock which mix freely on
the spawning grounds may separate to areas with different environmental
conditions the rest of the year. If temperatures are different in the
two areas, the fish may show differences in vertebrae or fin ray
counts. This may result in the single stock being designated as two
stocks in the two areas. The second difficultv with meristic counts
for stock identification is that individual fish cannot be recognized

recruiting from a single source. Two diff»r»nt stocks will be recruiting
from two different sources. ln addition, th» recruiting classes of
two distinct stocks wi11 be subj»ct»d to dif »rent environmental
conditions and survival rates. Also, it growth rates are different frr
different stocks, then year classes in th» different stocks will show

as belonging to one stock or another. The reason for this is that
within a population the meristic count for a particular structure will
show a range of values. Stocks are considered distinct if there is a
significant difference in the mean of the counts from samples of
each stock. Often the ranges in values overlap,

4. If the fisheries in two adjacent areas have similar catch and effort
records, it is good evidence that only one stock is involved. The
idea behind this method is that two different stocks having differences
in their vital statistics ~ould respond differently to exploitation and
changes in the environment which would be reflected as a divergence in
the catch per unit effort in t.Ile twf> areas  Gi lland 1974!. A second
way in which catch data  .an bo used to id»ntif . or separate stocks is
through the age composition f!f the catch. A single stock will be
fairly uniform from one area to th» next in th» percentage that a
particular year class makes up tl e total bec.»lso the population is
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up in different proportions due to gear size selectivity. When year
class percentages for one area are regressed on the percentages from
another area, the line formed should not deviate substantially from 45'

if one stock only is present  Fig. 11-2!.

5. Disease and parasites can occasionally be used to differentiate between
stocks. If a disease or parasite is endemic to a single population,

then it can be recognized as a discrete stock. Even if the parasite or

disease in question occurs among two stocks, a difference in its intensity
in two areas would suggest that two stocks are present. Nyman and Pippy

�972! found that two species of parasites were found in significantly
different numbers in North American origin Atlantic salmon than those

of European origin in the Greenland fishery. This supported the idea
that two genetically distinct stocks were being exploited in that

fishery.

6. Since the first demonstration of individual differences in human

erythrocyte antigens and subsequent findings of racial differences in
the frequency of particular antigens, intensive serological studies
have been made on a number of animal groups. Since differences have been

shown to be genetically determined, they have been used in identifying
groups of marine fishes  Sindc rman and Mairs 1959, Vrooman 1964, Wilkins
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Figure II-1. Graph of the percentage of the population in a fishery versus
the percentage of !he population in another fishery. If the line deviates

from 45 , two or more st~eke may be involved.



14 1968! . Groups of golden trout in dif ferent watersheds were separated
by comparison of the frequencies of blood antigens  Calaprice and
Cushing 1967! while two stocks from the same watershed were shown to
not be significantly different, as might be expected. Since proteins
are but a few steps removed from the gene  Ingram 1960! and do not seem
to be as susceptible as meristic characters to environmental modification
 Barlow 1961!, they have often been chosen in biochemical studies of
differences in stocks. Electrophoresis of tissue proteins may be one

of the most reliable method of distinguishing stocks of fish. This
method has confirmed the conclusions drawn from earlier attempts at

delineating stocks. The theory behind this method is that populations
isolated by physical or behavioral barriers will develop genetic
based differences in proteins over time. These differences will show
up as differences in migration a~d stai«ing on a specially prepared
medium. This technique has beer used extensively in the last ten years

for identifying populations of fish species  Smith and Clemens 1972;
Ridgeway, Sherburne, and Lewis 1970, Nyman and Pippy 1972; Morgan, Koo,
and Krantz 1973!.

Many of the important stocks of marine fishes are valuable resources
upon which depend the livelihoods of thousands of people and economies of
numerous countries. Marine stocks are also the source of needed protein
for much of the world. Stocks of thi.s importance have been the subject of
considerable theoretical and applied management efforts. Commercially
important stocks of the North Atlantic have been the impetus for the develop-
ment of much of the current populati~n dynamics theory in fisheries manage-
ment. It is in these intensively marraged and important fisheries that unit
stock identification is often equated with population identification.

Historically, marine fisheries management has had as its rrraj or objective
the attainment of maximum sustainable yield for all stocks. For this
objective to be achieved, it is necessary to have a clear knowledge of the
vital parameters of the different stocks, which requires precise delineation
of these stocks. In important fisheries su< h as the North Atlantic cod
fishery, considerable time and effort has been directed at delineating as
carefully as possible the different populations. Thr se efforts have included
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the employment of several techniques in stock or population identification

to insure its precision. Based on the vital parameters of each stock, mesh

regulations and other sanctions have been imposed to assure the continued

production of each individual stock.

This trend towards careful delineation of stocks will continue as more

and more of the world's marine fish stocks become heavily exploited and as

protein from these stocks becomes man valuable. As the decisions concerning

the stocks become more critical and management becomes more sophisticated, the

clarity with which stocks can be delineated will also need to be improved.

In marine fisheries management, the unit stock will continue to be more and

more equated with the population as a genetically based unit. This is not

possible, however, in all fisheries because of several types of constraints.

Often where different stocks mix on the same fishing grounds, they cannot

be exploited separately. As long as this situ-tion exists, managers in

those fisheries will have to treat as the unit stock a combination of two

or more populations and manage given these constraints.

The concept of unit stock in freshwater fisheries management differs

substantially from that generally used in marine fisheries management for

three reasons. The first is that there typically exists an enormous number

of populations of fish relative to the resources of the manager. Secondly,

freshwater fisheries management is generally less oriented toward yield-

oriented objectives. Thirdly, fish stocks and habitats can be altered and

matched for the purpose of fisheries management.

The first two of these points explain why that, in comparison to marine

fisheries management, freshwater managers tend to clump fish stocks when

dealing with them. It is obvious that the stocks of largemouth bass, for

example, in two reservoirs meet all tt e criteria for being separate and

distinct biological entities. It is, however, highly unlikely that the

manager will have the money and manpower to estimate the vital parameters

of each population of each species in every reservoir in his jurisdiction

and apply the appropriate management r,easures in each. Few individual

freshwater stocks have a value justifiing such intensive management.

The result of recreational fishe~ ies managers operating under these

kinds of constraints is that populatii ns and even species must be grouped

for management. For instance, all Ia> gemouth bass in large reservoirs may

be treated as a single stock and regu ations set based on a generalized
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model of the needs of a typical bass population in that region. The fresh-

water fisheries manager is also faced with the problem that fishermen cannot

distinguish between different fishes. Thus, it is often necessary to manage

all catfish or all sunfish as a single unit stock even though it is known

that several species or populations are present.

Averett, R. C., and F. A. Espinosa, Jr. 1968. Site selection and time of
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CHAPTER THREE

ABUNDANCE

Estimation of stock abundance or relative abundance is important in

fisheries management as a step to estimating other vital parameters. Some

estimate of abundance is needed to evaluate the size of management units

and to estimate the exploitation rate due to fishing and other sources.

Abundance is used to evaluate the impact o. management efforts on a fish

population. Abundance estimates are used in turn to estimate mortality rates

and recruitment in a fish stock. One of the most important uses of abundance

data is in estimating mortality rates, which in turn are reduced to exploi-

tation rates. The manager should carefully decide exactly ~wh he wants to

estimate abundance and then use the simplest method to satisfy his needs.

Many methods and modifications have been developed to estimate abundance.

For our purposes, six general approaches are defined and explained. The

statistical theory upon which the methods are based is avoided here in order

to concentrate on the application af the methods without becoming immersed

in mathematics. Each technique requires a specific set of assumptions. The

validity of the assumptions is important, but it must be recognized that in

most cases all or some of the assumptions are not fully met. It is most

important to identify the assumptions which are grossly violated and the

degree or manner in which they are invalid.

The methods of estirrrating abundance discussed here are: 1! indices of

adundance  catch per unit effort!; 2! direct enumeration  total counts,

partial counts, and correlation rrrethods!; 3! mark-recapture methods  single

census, multiple census, and rrrultiple recapture!; 0! catch composition

methods; 5! depletion methods; and 6! virtual population estimatars. The

population dynamics symbols used irr formulas throughout this book are listed
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in Table III-1. Formulas for calculating abundance are presented, but major

emphasis is placed upon extracting the principles involved.

Table III-1. POPULATION DYNAMICS SYMBOLS

Term~Smbo>

e f c

t

c
w

*Rate esti>>ators

Indices of Abundance

In many situations, the fishe> ies manager only needs to know the

relative abundance of various stocks. Catch from a standard gear unit is

one approach that is often used in this situation. A standardized seine

A B C D
E F
G K

N p R
S

V Y z

+Mortality rate  f rac tion!  of ten I-S !
Biomass  general!
Catch of fish  number!

*Natural death rate  fraction!

"Exploitation rate  fraction!
*Fishing mortality rate  instantaneous!
*Growth rate  general!
*Growth rate  von Bertalannfy equation!

"Natural mortality rate ',instantaneous!
Number of individuals in a stock  or population!
Biomass of fish in a stock

*Number of recruits  annual recruitment!

*Survival rate  f raction!
Virtual population estimate
Yield  catch of fish in weight!

+Total mortality rate  instantaneous!

Natural log base
Fishing effort
Length of individual fish
Length of first capture

Number of fish marked

Sample size
Catchability coefficient  F>tf!
Number of fish recaptured

Time

Time at first capture
Weight of individual fish
Weight of firs capture
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haul, a fixed length and mesh gillnet, or electrofishing over a standard
course are examples. Coves can be treated with rotenone or a similar
toxicant in a standardized manner and this method is then considered to be
a standard g .ar unit. Advantages af indices are ease of use and simplicity
in analysis. Disadvantages include the questionable representativeness of
the sample, variability of the index, and weakness of statistical analyses.
Replicates are needed to estimate variance, but are usually difficult to
obtain with this method.

Catch per unit of fishing effort  C/f! is the most commonly used index
of abundance. The basic assumption is that C/f is in some constant or
predictable way related to stock s ize. The difference between this approach
and the standard gear unit is that C/f can be calculated on any amount of
gear, as long as f is measured in the same units. Creel data can be used in
many ways to express C/f. This method is most commonly used for making year
to year comparisons as part of a monitoring program. The same advantages
and disadvantages of the standard gear unit also apply to this method.
Because of the simplicity and ease of use associated with indices of abundance,
they should seriously be evaluated to determine if they supply the needs af
the fisheries manager before other, more costly and time consuming methods
are utilized.

Direct Enumeration Methods
Direct enumeration is one of the best and simplest techniques for

estimating abundance. It requires counting all or a selected portion of the
population. This method, although highly preferred, is of limited value
because it can only be utilized when the total population may be confined
sufficiently ta make an actual count of the number of individuals, Three
types of direct enumeration have been applied to fisheries management: l!
total counts; 2! partial counts; and 3! correlation methods.

Total Count

Total count of a fish population can be accomplished in various ways.
Salmon and trout on their spawning runs can be guided into fishways, weirs,
or traps. Fisheries scientists have often erected counting towers along
stream banks. Observation can be improved by providing a light colored
stream bat tom. %here fishways have been constructed, salmon can be easily
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counted at the exit, or a television camera and video-tape equipment can be

installed in the fishway. Equipment such as this can reduce counting error

substantially. Small ponds can sometimes be drained adequately to permit

recovery of the total population with seines. Because total counts require

enumeration of all individuals in the population, there is no statistical

analysis involved.

Partial Count

Partial counts using direct enumeration may also be practical in some

fisheries. If a portion of the population is counted, the total population

can be projected from these data. Towers on the banks of salmon streams are

usually not manned continuously, rather, counting periods of 10 or 15 minutes

per hour can be randomized and then expanded for a complete migration period.

A statistically designed sampling scheme allows expansion of the data to an

estimate of the total abundance.

In some cases, a stream or lake bottom can be stratified, and the results

of sampling these stratified areas can be projected to the total population.

Reservoir cove sampling may be considered a type of partial count. In this

method, caves are sampled and these results projected to the population of

the entire reservoir,

The estimation of N by this technique and computation of its associated

variance are fairly straightforward. Assuming the abundance of the fish

remains the same and is uniform throughout the area of concern, arbitrari.ly

divide the area into A equal unit spaces  spatial or temporal! and select

a of these to enumerate completely. This yields error-free number N , N2'

N ... N corresponding to subspaces 1, 2, 3 ... a. Then:3 ''' a

a
A

N = � E N

i=1

and

2
A � aA

var  N! var  N. !
a 1

where

a5:N; �  KN!
2 ' 2

var  Ni! = i=1 i= 1

a a-1!
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For example, suppose you mark off a shallow 25 acre lake into 25 one-

acre grids. Five grids are randomly designated as sampling units and the fish
counted by aerial photographs. The results are:

a = 30
1

a =40
2

a 25
3

a =15
4

a 35
5

then

N ~ �5/5! �0 + 40 + 25 + 15 + 35!

N~ 725

The estimated variance of N is calculated as follows:

5[30 + 40 + 25 + 15 + 35 � 30 + 40 + 25 + 15 + 35!var  Ni! = ' 5�!
var  N ! = 92.5

then

�5! � 5�5!  92.5!
5

var  N! � 9250

Correlated Methods

The life history of a fish may be such that some closely related

 correlated! sub-adult population can be estimated more readily than the
;.,cult population. For example, the number of adults may be related to egg

production or the number of nests or redds. In fisheries management,

e. timation of adult population size from eggs has been attempted for a few

marine species which have pelagic eggs. In addition, the nests of certain

fishes, such as the salmonids and basses, may be used as an estimate of the

number of spawning adults.

Fisheries scientists in Alaska forecast the size of salmon runs using

a correlated method or index. Sometimes this method can only provide an

irdex of population level because sampling of all areas during all time
periods is difficult. Forecasts axe not only important in determining
population size, but also for planning and regulatory decision-making. Pink
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salmon forecasts, for example, can be based on the relationship between pre-

emergent fry abundance and subsequent adult return. The forecast of the

number of returning adult pink salmon is obtained by relating past fry indices

to corresponding returns of adult pink salmon. Data acquired aver past years

are analyzed using simple linear regression.

The following is an example of the procedure to forecast pink salmon in

runs. Let,

X pre-emergent fry density  fry per square meter!

Y = subsequent total return of adult pink salmon  millions 2 years

later!

Brood

Year Y  Year!

1968 72. 6

1969 111.3

85.21970

124.8

121.3

515.2

1971

1972

46.7Total

X 103.04

Y = 9.34

 EXY! �  ZX!  ZY! 0
 ZX ! �  ZX!

2 2

a=Y- gX

a = 9.34 � 0.216 �03.04!

a = -12.92

Thus Y = -12.92 + 0.216X

2.2 �970!

20.6 �971.!

3.2 �972!

9. 7 �973!

11. 0 �974!

159. 72

2292. 78

272. 64

1210.56

1334.30

5,270.00

5270.76

12387.69

7259.04

15575.04

14713.69

55,206.22
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Current incomplete data include:

[Forecast]
Y  year!

Brood

Year

[16.0] �975!

[ 9.0j �976!

133. 9

101. 5

1973

1974

Pre-emergent fry density  X! in 1973 was found to be 133.9. The estimate

of adult pink salmon  Y! returning in 1975  two year life cycle!

Y~a+ PX

A
Y = -12.92 + 0.216�33.9!

Y = 16.00

The variance of this estimate is calculated from that point on the regression

line:

EY -  ZY!
S. n

Y n-2

� 2

1 i
 X. � X!

n 2  EX!
n

= 120 ' 04

Mark-Reca ture Methods

Mark-recapture studies provide information on abundance and are well
adapted for use on small, discrete freshwater stocks that support recreational
fishing and for which catch statistics are difficult to obtain. The three
basic types ate the ~sin le census, ~multi le census. and ~multi le ~ceca tuse

methods.

2
Pre-emergent fry density in 1974 was to be 101.5/m . The run forecast

for 1976 can be made in the same manner  9.0!.

Indices of abundance have several advantages: 1! low cost for relatively

high quality data; 2! the fish often do not need to be captured; 3! there is no
marking problem; 4! estimates are obtained over a relatively short period
of time. The ma!or drawbacks are their limited application and the rather
complicated sampling and analysis associated with partial count and correlation

techniques.



Single Census

The simplest mark-recapture met iod is the single census estimator.

The general method was developed by LaPlace to estimate the human population
of France in the 1700's. Peterson  l.869! used mark-recapture to estimate

e~loitation rate  E!. Dahl �919! «pplied the method to a lake to estimate
abundance  N!. Lincoln �930! applied it to wildlife situations and Jackson

�933! to entomological studies. In fisheries managemen.t, the actual

estimate of N in mark-recapture is often incidental to estimating exploitation.

For single census estimation, marked fish are released and at a sub-

sequent time, a catch is made which will include marked and unmarked individuals.
This method is based on the assumption that the ratio of recaptured marked

fish  r! to the catch  C! is the same as the total number of marked fish

released  m! is to the total population  N!.

Basic assumptions to be satisfied are: �! marked fish have the same

mortality as unmarked fish; �! marked fish are caught at same rate as

unmarked fish; �! marks are not lost; �! marked fish are randomly distri-

buted or the sampling effort is rand im; and �! recruitment is negligible

or can be estimated. The simplest e timator is

mC
N =�

r

Where: m number of fish marked

C the catch taken for census [total marked  m! and unmarked  C � m!]

r the number of recaptured individuals  marked fish! in the census.

As an example, suppose 550 fist are captured by fyke net and marked.

Over the next two weeks, 8,720 fish ~re taken by anglers. Of these creeled

fish, 157 were marked.

m = 550

C ~ 8,720

r 157

�50  8 720! 3Q 547
157

Placing confidence intervals on the stimated abundance  N! is more difficult.

The approach to calculation depends in the proportion of the marked fish which

are recaptured and the manner in whi:h they are captured. Confidence limits
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can generally be obtained by treating r as a Poisson or binomial variable

and using a table [see Appendix II of Ricker �975!].

Multiple Census

The multiple census estimator is a modification of the single census

estimator. The method was developed by Thompson  Illinois! and Juday  Wisconsin!.

Schnabel �938! and Schumacher-Eschmeyer �943! provided much of the mathe-

matical basis for this estimator. Marked fish are repeatedly added to the

population while those removed are recorded by time period to yield an estimate

of the population size. As the number of marked fish increases, the variance

of the estimate decreases. The assumptions for this estimator are similar to

the single census estimator.

As an example, assume we sample fish by fyke net daily. Each sampling

time we mark any unmarked fish. Let

C MC

80 0 0 0 0

N for each tiare period is estimated by

t
Z CM!

Er
t

With a "low" r, treat r as a Poisson variable to calculate variance.

With "high" r, use a normal approximation. DeLury �958! reviews the mathe-

matical basis for variance estimation in multiple census estimation.

t

M

C

r
t

Er

= total number of marked fish at large at the start of day t,

= total number marked prior to day t,

= total sampLe taken on day t,

number of recaptures in the sample C , and
t

= total recaptures during the experiment to day t.

100 80 8,000 5 5 1600

60 175 10,500 9 14 1321

90 226 20,340 15 29 1340
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In the previous sample, N has been estimated by

Z CM!

Er
t

In practice, the worker would continue sampling until the confidence interval

becomes narrow enough for the purposes of the analysis.

Nultiple Recapture

The multiple recapture method  Jolly-Seber Method! can be used in

situations similar to those used in a single or multiple census, but in which

a closed population cannot be assumed. However, it is best suited to small

lakes where each marked fish can be recognized every time is is recaptured.

Remarking and giving double weight to an already captured individual may

introduce some bias if the individual is capture-prone or capture-shy. In

most cases, fish are not capture-prone or capture-shy and tend to avoid any

type of sampling gear. Seber �973! should be consulted for a detailed

description of the method.

Catch Com osition Nethods

Population estimates can sometimes be made by taking the composition of

the catch into consideration. The change in ratio  survey-removal! estimate

is of this type. In using this estimator: �! the relative abundance of

two "kinds" of individuals in a population at t 1 is determined; �! changes

in the relative abundances are made by removing or adding known numbers of

known kinds at some time later than t = 1, ; and �! estimates of the new

relative abundances are made at t 2.

The assumptions for this estimator are as follows: �! the kinds of

individuals into which the population is divided must remain constant; i.e.,

male or female, marked or unmarked; �! mortality and recruitment between

1, and t = 2 must be negligible or at least nonselective with respect to

the kinds of individuals into which the population is divided; and �! mortality

and recruitment between t 1, and t = 2 must be negligible or at least non-

selective with respect to the kinds of individuals into which the population

is divided; and �! mortality and recruitment must not occur while additions

or removals are in progress.
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The basic estimating equation is found by solving a series of simultan-

eous equations. The symbols used can be defined as follows:

N ~ total number of fish  brook and brown trout, for example!

in the population at t = 1

X ~ number  brook trout! added or removed between t ~ 1 and t 2

Y = number of the other kind of fish added or removed  brown trout!

p = decimal fraction of population Nl which consists of one kind  brook
trout! at t = 1

p2 new decimal fraction  or brook trout! among the N individuals in the
population at t - 2

N = total number of fish  brook and brown trout! in the population at
2

t = 2

The two necessary simultaneous equations can be formed as follows:

p2N2 p]"1 + X

=N +X+Y

solving

X � p  X + Y!
1

P2 Pl

There are many possible applications to this method. One possibility

arises whenever a creel census is conducted on a fishery with more than one

species present. For example, a trout iiopulation is shown by sampling to
consist of 70K brook trout and 30K brown trout. If anglers remove 200 brook

trout and 30 brown trout, and a second sampling shows that the removal of

fish changed the brook to brown trout ratios to 55K brooks and 45X browns

Nl is found as follows:

-200 � 0.55  -230! -73.5
0.55 � 0.70 -0.15

!t  brook trout! = 343'1

N  brown trout! = 147
1
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Approximation t..chniques must be used to calculate the variance associated

with this estim. tor.

De letion Hetho=s

The basic conditions required for application of this estimator  also

called the Leslie, DeLury, or regression estimator! are that the population be

fished heavily enough to significantly reduce the catch per unit effort  C/f!

and that a series of C/f and associated catch values  C! are available to be

fitted to a regression line.

The depletion method is based on the principle that a decrease in catch

p=r unit of effort  C/f! as the population is depleted bears a direct relation-

ship to the extent of the depletion. This estimator can only be used when

a substantial proportion of the population can be removed because it depends

on the ability to estimate the slope of the repression of C/f on either

cumulative catch or effort. Variation in catch make this method unsatisfactory

for many sport fisheries. However, this can be overcome by simulating fishing

efiort and catch by electrofishing. In a valuable sport or commercial fish

population, captured fish can be marked and subsequently ignored instead of

removing them.

The assumptions are �! catchability remains constant; �! the population

is totally available to sampling effort; �! there is no natural mortality or

recruitment; and �! the fishing gear applied is constant in its effectiveness.

The number of fish in the population is found by sampling the population

a number of times  using a constant fishing pressure!, and plotting a regression

line of C/f on cumulative catch  EC ! for each time period. The regression

line is then projected to the intercept of the X axis, the initial population

size. The initial population size can be directly found without plotting

by mathematically deriving the lnterce~>t using the least squares methods

By definition the C /f during tim~. t is equal to the catchability  q!
t

multiplied by the population present at the beginning of that time.

C/f =qN
t

The population at the start of time t is equal to the original population

less the cumulative catch ZC.
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�!5~N-ZC
t o

substituting into �!

�!C /f ~ q N � ZC!
0

Equation 3 indicates that C/f plotted against ZC has a slope of q. Also, the
X axis intercept is an estimate of the original population N , since it0

represents ZC if C/f and the population were hypothetically reduced to zero
by fishing. N can now be found using the least squares method to obtain the

o

X axis intercept  Figure III-1!.

Cg

Figure III-l. Regression line calculated to describe the relation between
catch per unit effort  C/f! and cumulative catch  ZC!. The X axis intercept

gives estimate of abundance.
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The following example sho~s table setup and calculations  from Ricker 1975!.

Time

Period C /f  Y! {XY!EC  X!

131

69131

200 99

78299

377 56

433 76

49509

558 42

63600

4766310

223,519 1,846,1947103,770Total

a Intercept 710 � -0.103909 3770 110.17
10

q catchability +0. 103908

N ~ a ~ 110.17 = 1060
q 0. 103908

Virtual Po ulation Estimates

An estimate of population size can be made from knowing the virtual

population, but this method can be applied only when there are extensive

creel census data. A yearly age census of the catch and the allocation of

the catch among year classes must be .arried out. The virtual population

can be defined as the minimum estimat of catchable fish present in one year

which is the total of the minimum num.>er of fish in existence of each year

class. To estimate the actual population from the virtual population, a

number of fish must be marked and the number of recaptures of these fish in

following years must be recorded.

Zx = 1,846,194 - 3770 /10 424,9042 2

Ey 57,062 - 710 /10 66522 2

Exy 223,519 - 3770 {710/10! -44,151

8 slope ~ -44151/424904 -0.103908

9, 039

19, 800

23.322

21,112

32,908

24,941

23,436

37,800

31,161

17,161

40,000

89,401

142,129

187,489

259,081

311,364

360,000

439,569
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The assumptions include �! complete recruitment of the recruiting age

class and older; �! the same rate of exploitation for all age classes; �!

negligible natural mortality at all ages greater than the recruited age; and

�! constant recruitment of the recruiting class from year to year.

To find the virtual population estimate with a variable survival rate, a

table of the minimum number of survivors of each brood year is constructed

 simplified from Fry 1949 and Ricker 1975!:

To tal

Virtual

Population Year
Year

Class III !V VI

1961 5553 19671665

1962 1371 1243

1963 � 1294 1199 1165

1964 1223 1193 1189 1062

1965 1129 1122 1059 939

1966 1277 1265 1229 1147

1967 1388 1349 1265 1121

1968 1194 1174 1095 1049

4764 1968

4753 1969

4774 1970

4711 1971

C

E  max!
V

The actual population size can be found by combining the results of a

marking experiment with the virtual population. The total recoveries from

m fish marked at the start of year 1 �967 in this case! in successive years

of their appearance in the catch are r + r + r + . . . then

�553! �00!
1967 53 + 45 + 75

The total virtual population is found by summing the entries diagonally

from lower left to upper right. Thus, at the start of the 1967 fishing season,

there were at least 5553 fish of Age III or older in the lake, 4764 in 1968,

4753 in 1969, etc. Exploitation rate can be calculated by
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CHAPTER FOUR

MORTAL I TY*

The economic importance of fisheries has provided ma!or impetus to the

development of methods for estimating fish population mortality rates.

Mortality rate is a measure of the probability of a given fish dying in a

specified time interval. The actual number of fish dying in a specific

situation is not predetermined, but is a chance event. Usually an exact

count of the number of deaths cannot be obtained and we must estimate the

proportion by some sampling procedure, thus introducing a source of error

into the estimate of the average probability of death  Regier and Robson

1967!.

Two basic approaches to calculating mortality rates can be taken. The

simplest is the annual mortality rate  A!, but difficulties arise in parti-

tioning values of annual mortality into the fractions due to fishing  E! and

to natural causes  D!. Another, more useful way is the instantaneous mortality

rate  Z!, which is derived through theories of calculus and can be easily

partitioned into fishing  F! and natural  M! components.

Annual Mortalit Rates

An estimate of mortality rate spans a specific period of time. The

simplest and most common is the total annual expectation of death of an

individual fish  A!, expressed as a fraction or percentage. This is the

fraction of fish present at the start of a year which actually die during

the year from all causes  Ricker 1975!.

*JOHN R. WOLFE, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia.
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There is an annual mortality rate associated with each cause of death.

Both recruitment and survival are assumed to be constant over time. Survival

 S! and morta' ity  A or 1-S!, its counterpart, are determined by a comparison
of the numbers of a cohort or group of cohorts alive at successive ages:

S t+1
N

N
t

The annual expectation of death from fishing  E! is the chance or probability
hat a fish dies fram fishing during the time period being considered. Mathe-

matically, if C = catch and N = abundance:

C
N

The annual expectation of death from natural causes  D! is the probability that
a fish dies of natural causes during the time period being considered.

The utility of the definitions of annual mortality rates are distinctly
limited because the rates E and D de<ined in this manner  A = E + D! depend
upon each other, and the true functional form of this dependence is generally
unknown. Where deaths of ane kind preclude the possibility of deaths of the
other kind, then mortality rates become functionally independent and, hence,
operationally useful. By making the time sufficiently short we can be assured
that at most one cause of death vill occur during the period, creating a
situation where the twa causes of death are mutually exclusive  Regier and
Robson 1967!.

Instantaneous Mortalit Rates

When studying mortalities we are concerned with rates of change and it
is most convenient to deal with instantaneous rates of change  Gulland 1973!.
If the instantaneous rate of total martality  Z! does not vary with time or
age of fish, the numbers surviving to successive years of life follow the
familiar exponential trend implicit with a constant instantaneous coefficient;
their logarithms decrease linearly with time and have a slope equal to -Z
 Figure IV-1!  Beverton and Holt 1957!.

Far each cause of death, there is an instantaneous mortality rate Z
equal to the negative natural logaritlim of the complenent of the annual
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mortality rate  -ln S!. This represents the number of fish which would die

from a given cause during the year if recruitment were to exactly balance

total mortality from day to day. Mathematically:

dN/ = -ZN
dt

Thus, the rate of change of a cohort or year-class with time is proportional

to the number present. The negative sign means numbers are declining.

Rearranging,

/d = -ZN

/ = -Z dt

N

Integration of the equation yields,

ln t+l
N

N
t

ln S = -Ztor

t+l -Z

N t
-Z

S=e

N =Ne
t+l t

Z = -ln S

mortality into these two components becomes a matter of prime concern when

predicting the effect. of altering fishing intensity  f!.

The frequency of encounters between fish and gear will be proportional

to the product of fishing intensity «nd the abundance of fish. A certain

fraction of these encounters will result in capture:

dN/
dt

The negative logarithm of the survival rate during one year gives the simplest

arithmetical expression for the instantaneous mortality rate  Gulland 1972!.

In practice, sources of mortality are usually divided into the two

categories, fishing  F! and natural  M! mortality. The separation of total
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Figure IV-1: Upper � Relationship of the number of fish with time.
Lower � Age-frequency distribution resulting from 50X survival

and constant recruitment of 1,000 individuals per year  from Everhart, Eipper,
and Youngs, 1975!.
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The instantaneous rate of fishing mortality  F! is proportional to the

amount of gear or the effort expended  f!. If q is a constant, then:

F m q f

@hen fishing and natural mortality are distributed proportionately over

the year, F might also be calculated by:

F E

Z 1-S

For these models we assume that the catchability coefficient  q! is

constant for fish between age at first capture  t ! and the end of the life
0

span, and that fishing effort  f! is distributed uniformly over the population

and is maintained at a constant level over a period of years long enough for

the population to have reached a steady state.

Fishing morta1.ity is not constant with age. It tends to vary because

large and small fish are distributed differently and also because of size
selection inherent in gear; i.e., the larger the mesh, the larger and older

the fish at the time of first capture. F then changes suddenly at specific

ages. Furthermore, the proportion of the whole population taken by an

operation is not constant, but depends on the local density of fish. Fishing

where the density of fish is high causes a greater mortality than one where

the density is low  Beverton and Holt 1957, Gulland 1972!.

Natural mortality is the effect of a relatively large number of environ-

mental factors acting independently. The instantaneous rate of natural

mortality  M! at any time depends on the number of fish present, such that:

dN ~ � MN
'd.

Natural mortality is equal to total mortality during periods when there

is no fishing, but when fishing is occurring the simultaneous natural

mortality must be estimated mathematically,

It is often assumed that the rate of natural mortality is constant. If

so, the maximum life-span of a cohort will, hypothetically, be of infinite

duration, though in practice there will come a time when the last survivor
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dies. In addition to a continuous trend in the natural mortality rate,

there is also the possibility of its changing suddenly at one or more

stages during th. life of a cohort. Intrinsic differences in the suscep-

tibility to mortality factors leads to the tendency for more vulnerable

individuals to die first, causing a decrease in the rate of natural mortality

with age as only the more hardy survive  'Beverton and Holt 1957!.

Instantaneous mortality may be calculated by two approaches: �!

s..~ccessive ages; and �! catch curves.

Estimating Mortality Rate  Z! by Successive Ages

An estimate of Z can be determined based on the derivation of the

instantaneous mortality rate  Z = -ln S!. If w" have estimates of the

average abundance of fi.sh over some time interval:

I and N
t t+ 1

The ratio of the mean numbers in successive years is then:

t + 1

N
t

Either actual or relative abundance estimates may be used in calculations.

The population is assumed to be in a steady state  both recruitment and

mortality are constant!. An example of the computation of S from fin whale

"age composition" data is as folio~a  after Ricker 1975!:

Frequency  X!Age

24.1

14.1

29.5

IV V
VI+

Kstimatin Instantaneous Hortalit Rate

0
I

II

III

0.3
2 ~ 3

12.7

17.2
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Survival between Ages IV and V then,

and N 14.1
t+1

so, S ~ 14.1 ~ 0.59
24.1

The disadvantages of this approach are: �! some species exhibit

highly variable year class strength; �! fish may not be sub!act to the

same mortality each year; and �! an unbiased sample is difficult to obtain

due to gear selectivity.

Estimating Instantaneous Mortality Rate  Z! with Catch Curves

The estimation of Z by catch curves is superior to that by successive

ages when any kind of variation in survival rate  S! has to be examined
 Ricker 1975!. A series of catches per unit effort   /f! plotted againstC

time form a catch curve  Figure IV-2!. A catch curve is characterised by an

ascending arm of incompletely recruited age classes. On a logarithmic scale,

the descending arm of a catch curve is usually a straight line with a slope

equal to -Z.

A catch curve provides estimates of Z between successive years. If the

mortality rate during, instead of between, successive years is desired, it can

be obtained by taking tangents on the curve at each age  Ricker 1975!.

Catch curves can also be generated by catch per unit effort and length

frequency data. In fact, the original catch curve, derived by Baranov, was

determined in this way. In this method, two curves are needed: �! a

curve of mean length against age; and �! a representative curve of the

logarithm of frequency against length. The two curves are combined by

taking the slope on each at corresponding points; i.e., at a given age on

curve 1 and at that age's corresponding mean length on curve 2. This method

of computation suffers from a serious limitation: it is useful only where

the increase in the length of a fish is a constant number of units per year

 Ricker 1975!.

Very rarely do we have estimates of the actual abundance of fish at
C

discrete points in time, nor will Z remain constant. To assume that /

is an index of abundance  N! is equivalent to assuming that the total

amount of effort  f! is an index of F. While in some fisheries, fluctuations
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Figure IV-2. Catch curve. Ascending arm represents incompletely recruited
age classes; descending arm represents fully recruited age classes.

in catches per unit effort may follow precisely fluctuations in abundance,

very often the major cause of fluctuations are availability changes, with the

fish being particularly vulnerable to capture at certain seasons. Therefore,

short term changes in catch per unit effort should not be used in estimating

mortalities; they should be estimated from mean annual values or from periods

twelve months apart  Gulland 1972, Royce 1972!.

The ascending left limb and the dome of a catch curve represent age

classes which are incompletely captured by the gear used to take the sample;

i.e., they are taken less frequently in relation to their abundance than are

older fish. Other things being equal, the total mortality rate will be

increasing during this period af recruitment. If the curve displays a slowly

ascending left leg and a broad flat dome, recruitment is occurring over

several age groups, while a steep ascending left leg and a narrow sharp dome

are the result of recruitment occurring over few age groups.

Straightness of the right limb of a catch curve indicates a uniform

survival rate of fish from year to year. The occurrence of such straight

limbs is regarded as evidence that recruitment and natural mortality are

sufficiently steady to give confidence to the method  Ricker 1948, Royce
1972! .
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The effort used in a fishery can vary from year to year; similar changes

in the rate of natural mortality may also occur at times. The effects of
these changes are graphically represented in Figure IV-3. Curve 1 is the
result of a steady survival rate; it has the classic straight right limb.
After decreasing the rate of survival  increasing the rate of mortality! by
one half, catch data seven years later were used to produce 2. This curve
has a partially concave right limb, which is not representative anywhere of
the current  depressed! survival rate. The limb, near its outer end,

approximates the original survival rate. Curve 3 is the result of catch
data twelve years after the depression in survival. A one year interval,
from seven to eight, represents the current survival rate; the outer end
still approximates the original slope. Curve 4 is from the new, balanced
population, having existed for 18 years at the lower survival rate. The
curve is similar to 1, but with a steeper slope  Ricker 1948, 1975! .

l5 zaIO AGE
Figure IV-3. Catch curves illustrating changes in rate of fishing with time.
In every instance recruitment is complete following the first six ages shown,
and the instantaneous rate of natural mortality is the same for all ages and
years. [1 ~ constant rate of fishing. 2 = rate of fishing has increased
during the preceding six years. 3 = five years after 2, with rate af fishing
stabilized. 4 ~ balanced curve for a constant rate of fishing. 5 = rate of
fishing has decreased during the preceding six years. 6 = five years after
5, with rate of fishing stabilized  from Ricker 1948, 1975!.]
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In curves l through 4, fishing mortality  F! was increasing, and with

constant natural mortality  N!, total mortality  Z! increased also. These

circumstances might commonly describe the initial exploitation of a fish

population. With development the catch will begin to decrease, so, if F

decreases with M remaining constant, Z will decrease also. This is the situation

which produced curves 5 and 6, where the quantitative changes are the same as

for 2 and 3, but in an opposite direction. The outer limb of 5 represents the

former survival rate, again exhibiting a time lag. Curve 6, from catch data

eleven years after the increase in survival rate, and five years under constant

such survival, estimates with its outer end, again the former survival rate.

This curve has no current estimate of the survival rate for it has no inflection

point  Ricker 1948, 1975!.

In summary, changes in the instantaneous rate of fishing mortality result

in curved right limbs of the catch curve, convex when F decreases, and concave

when F increases. The point of maximum slope on the right arm provides an

estimate of current survival rate, though subject to a time lag  Ricker 1948,

197'! .

Estimatin Instantaneous Rate of Fishin Mortalit  F

Instantaneous rate of fishing mortality  F! and exploitation rate  E!

are related in the following way when fishing and natural mortality are

distributed proportionately with the year:

F E

Z A

Given an estimate of E, F can be calculated. Exploitation rate  E! can

be derived in two basic ways.

l. Kstimatin Ex loitation Rate E! b Catch and Abundance data

By definition, the following relationship holds true:

C

N

where

C = catch

N abundance
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There are two sources of error common to this method, each acting
in opposing directions: �! since some of the fish in the area covered
by the gear may escape, mortality may be overestimated; �! the density
of fish in the fished area should be greater then the average density,
leading to an underestimate of the fishing mortality  Gulland 1973!.

2. Eetimatin Kx loitation Rate  E with Ta in Date
Assuming that tagged fish are subject to constant fishing and

natural mortality rates which are the same as in the untagged population,
then E can be estimated. Unlike the untagged population, the initial
number in the tagged population is known precisely. If r = the number
of recaptures and m ~ the number of marked fish:

then E
r

This method assumes no natural mortality nor losses of the the marked
population of any kind  Beverton and Holt 1957, Gulland 1973!.

Estimatin Instantaneous Rate of Natural Mortalit M
The instantaneous rate of natural mortality is nearly always estimated

as the difference between total and fishing mortality:

MKZ-F.

In a few situations  virgin fisheries or closed fisheries!, it may be possible
to estimate natural mortality, but this is the rare case.

Changes in Z can be related quantitatively to changes in fishing effort
 F!:

ZOPF+M

F~q f

Z~qf+M

and

then

If q is constant, then M changes with changes in f and Z. A plot of Z against
f produces a line whose slope is q and intercept M  Figure IV-4!  Gulland
1972, Royce 1972!. A time lag is possible, allowing for the estimation of
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some previous natural mortality rate when using values of two successive
year-classes at a point in time  Beverton and Holt 1957!. In determining
M in this way, estimates of f must be accurate and large, so as to produce

sufficient variation in Z  Beverton and Holt 1957!.

An approximation of the value of the rate of natural mortality can be
gauged from the growth pattern of the species concerned. Fish which approach
their ultimate length quickly are likely to have a high natural mortality

rate, whereas fish which grow slowly are likely to have a low natural mortality
rate. This estimate is not precise, but is often most useful in the early

stages of studying a fishery and in judging which cause of mortality  F
or Nj is likely to be the dominant element in total mortality  Gulland 1973!.

Figure IV-4. Total instantaneous mortality  Z! versus fishing effort  f!
produces a line with a slope q and intercept M  instantaneous natural

mortality!.

Functional Value of E and F

Manipulating E is one of the most useful tools in fisheries management.

When fishing and natural mortality are distributed proportionately within the

year: F E
Z A

A manager could conceivably adjust I. an4 then predict the effect on F. And

since
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F - qf when q is constant

fishing pressure  f! could be adjusted to provide the desired level of fishing
mortality  P!

Causes of Mortalit

Although one can measure mortality in the field, it is very difficult
to assess the degree to which various possible causes contribute to it. The
direct causes of natural death in fish populations are varied and not well
known. By the time most fish become of sufficient aise to be important for
economic or recreational purposes, most of their contemporaries have died
 Paling 1968, Royce 1972!.

Egg and larvae are probably most in danger, young adults are probably
subject to the least chance of death, and older adults are subject to a
greater chance of death. Larval mortality ia extremely high and possibly
occurs mainly at certain critical stages in early life. One such critical
stage may coincide with the exhaustion of the yolk-sac when the larvae, for
the first time, become dependent on their own ability to obtain particular
kinds of food, and on the abundance of the latter in the immediate environment.
Another critical phase may be at metamorphosis  Beverton and Holt 1957,

Royce 1972!.
Predation undoubtedly covers the manner of death of the vast majority

of fishes. It is usually assumed that predators kill most readily those
fish which are parasitized or diseased, or are unwell from one or a variety
of primary causes. If certain predators were reduced, it is likely that at
least such unhealthy fish would merely be killed by a different predator. But
a predator that consumes some large fraction of a prey population must usually
capture healthy fish for the most part  Paling 1968!. This is especially
true when man is considered to be the predator. He is a special sort of
predator, though, for his density, which generates the predatory pressure,
is not necessarily governed by the populations on which he preys  Murphy 1966!.

Parasite populations fluctuate from year to year for reasons that are
seldom obvious. While most fish bear parasites, it is usually when fish
become influenced by unfavorable environmental conditions or subjected to
physical damage that the activities of parasites come to harm the fish.
Similarly, among bacteria and viruses, it is not uncommon for species which
are found on unhealthy fish to become pathogenic  Paling 1968!.
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There are many substances and a wide range of conditions which are known

to cause pollution. Sources include industry, agriculture, and mining. Fish

mortalities due to population usually result fram sudden discharge of one

or more toxic substances into normally clean water. Any particular population

responds to the local conditions that happen to prevail, and when the ijmnediate

environment becomes intolerable in some respect there is generally no escape

open to the fish, especially in freshwater  Regier and Robson 1967, Paling

1968! .

These are ultimate causes of mortality, but there are many other factors

which may adversely affect the health of fishes and thus may be the primary

causes of death. These include under-nutrition, unfavorable environmental

conditions, loss of condition following spawning, social stress, and others

 Paling 1968!.

The consequence of all these variable factors is a large variability in

number in the population.
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CHAPTER FIVE

GROWTH*

Growth is usually defined In fish population dynamics as change in

length or weight of an animal over time, but it may also be defined as the

increase in biomass of a population produced by assimilation of materials

from within its environment. Fish growth is a complex pattern of events

involving many different factors, including: �! water temperature and

quality; �! size, quality, and availability of food organisms; �! size,

age, and sex of the fish itself; and �! the number of other fish utilizing

the same resource. The pattern of growth can be divided into at least four

different stages  Weatherley 1972!. The first of these stages is larval

growth; during which rapid changes In body shape and size occur. The second,

the juvenile stage, continues rapid growth in size, but changes in length

and weight occur in a more linear relationship. As the fish nears maturity,

much of the energy which had been utilized for growth is diverted to gonadal

development and growth occurs only after spawning has been completed.

This step-wise growth continues until the fish reaches senility, when most

energy is utilized for maintenance, with very little incorporated into growth

of the individual.

Analysis of growth in fisheries management is usually designed for �!

predicting average fish size at some point in time, and �! comparing "well-

being" of fish In different fisheries or under different management strategies.

Managers must know what effect fishing is having on growth and the possible

outcome of various management decisions on fish growth.

*L. DORSEY WORTHY, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, Virginia
Polytechnic institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia.
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The importance of growth estimates in population dynamics is evident.
Growth rate affects when fish first breed  maturity!, age composition of the
stock  recruitment into the stock!, potential yield of a stock, and mortality.

Growth in fishes is most often described in terms of changes in length
or weight over time. Von Bertalanffy �938! noted that the curves of length
and weight over time are different  Fig. V-1!. The length curve shows a
uniform leveling, with the greatest rate of growth at the beginning, and a
continual decrease to a theoretical maximum length, R . The weight curve
is more typically sigmoid in shape, showing a slow initial increase in weight
and a first point of inflection at about one third of the maximum weight,
w , These changes in size of fish have been expressed in three ways:

l. Absolute Growth

Absolute growth rate is the increment in growth over a given year:

- jt or w2 - w

where w and w weight at time t 1 and t=2
1 2

JL and i ~ length at time t 1 and t 2
1 2

2. Relative Rate of Increase

The relative rate of increase in fish size is the proportional increase

 usually expressed as a percent! over a given year:

2 1 or 2 1
w

3. Instantaneous Rate of Increase

The instantaneous rate of increase in fish growth is:

ln k2 � in 5r 1 or ln w2 � 1n w
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Figure V-l.  a! Growth in fish length plotted against time.
[R maximum length attainable]

 b! Growth in fish weight plotted against time.
Lw = maximum weight attainable}



Weight of fish varies as a power of length:

w u3r,, where a and 8 are constants.
8

If the value of 8 is equal to three, the growth is said to be

isometric; otherwise it is allometric. Isometric growth would

indicate a fish having constant body form and specific gravity.

Allometric growth is indicated by 8 greater or less than 3 and

implies that body form does change with the Length of the fish.

gives an immediate indication of growth of the fish. This method assumes

that the growth of scales  or other structures! is directly proportional to

the growth of the fish:
T

x
3r, ~R
x y T

fish at age x

fish at present age

scale to annulus x

scale to present edge  present age!

where R length of
x

R - length of

T ~ length of
X

T - length of

eWrowth Determinations

To determine growth rates an acceptable means for estimating past growth

must be found. Of several approaches, three are most often used: �! length-

frequency curves to trace year class modes through a population; �! marking

and releasing individuals of predetermined age and size for later recapture;

and �! calculating past growth by analyzing tne growth rate of annuli of

scales or other bony structures'

The first of these is appropriate when good catch data are available,

as in large-scale commercial fisheries. One difficulty with this method is

that not all age-classes have the same growth rate, and therefore, the same

sizes at the same age. This means that there could be considerable overlap,

especially in older age-classee.

The second method is perhaps the best in terms of providing accurate

information about age-class changes. In some species this is the only method

of tracing age and growth. Problems with this method are that very large

numbers of individuals must be marked to insure adequate recapture and the

effects of marking are often deleterious to the health of the fish.

The third method, scale-Length analysis, is the most often used and



The relationship of fish length to scale length over time is often

curvilinear and a correction factor mus be applied. Once determined, a

nomograph may be constructed which will allow a quick and simple method of

computating growth from scale measurements. In addition, use of computers

makes the computation simpler. One problem encountered with use of scale-

body length calibrations is that they must be used for the sampled population

only, and recalculated for each new sample-population because of the high

variability in growth rates among different populations of even the same

species.

Length and weight have been shown to be highly correlated. If the pro-

portional increase in length is linear to the increase in weight and assuming

isometric growth  weight increases as a factor of the cube of length!, then

the relative "health" of the fish or population may be compared to others by
use of the condition factor, or coefficient of condition, CF, where CF w/K3

Growth Models

Growth models are designed to explain and to predict changes which occur

in a fish population over time. The simplest of these models are broad

descriptions of growth parameters and have little predictive value. The more

sophisticated models require large amounts of and are called upon to
forecast possible changes in fish populations under alternative management
decisions. These complex models are of particular concern to commercial

fisheries managers, who must know as accurately as possible the condition of

the stocks under exploitation ar potentially under exploitation.

A model describing fish growth should possess a number of characteristics

to be useful in fisheries management. The model should be relatively easily
fitted to data. Second, growth characteristics should be reasonably well
described over the desired range of time. Third, the number of assumptions
should be as few as possible and as reasonable as possible. A final charac-

teri.stic of a useful growth model is the ease with which it can be intergrated
with other population dynamics models.

The von Bertalanffy �938! growth equation is one of the most widely
used models for estimating length or weight of f ish at a future point in
time. This model expresses change in length, R, over time as a function oft'

the maximum length, i, and a growth coefficient, K. The equation is most
commonly stated as:

ti e o~j,
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Assuming isometric growth, the growth equation stated in terms of weight

 w ! is:
t

� K t-t ! 3
w =w [1-e o

t

Values for K, « or w !, and t may be obtained by plotting length at t+1
IK 00 0

 y axis! against length at t  x axis! for each successive age  Fig. V-2!
 Walford 1946!.

Figure V-2, Walford plot of annual increment in fish length. Length at
time t plotted against length at time t + 1 [« ~ maximum length attainable!.

The 45' line indicated the line of equality between « and «t t+1

Taking the natural log of the von Bertalanffy equation and rearranging

-K t-t !
« « [1 e o ]

ln « « - « ! = ln « + Kt
t CO 0
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which may be

log of

 a! equal to

chosen snd a

of this regression may then be used to solve for t
0

a -ln k
t 07

K

Other mathematical descriptions of growth have been developed. For a review

of these techniques refer to Ricker �975! or Gulland �969!.

AGE

Figure V-3. Plot of ln t � i ! against age in years. Line shows fit
t

of i and K for the von Bertalanffy growth equation.

The questions of which kind of data are important or necessary and which

model to use will depend entirely on the situation at hand. If it is deemed

desirable to be able to predict the size of the average catch at some time

in order to tailor gear to exploitation rate at a certain fish size or to

advertise for commercial angling, then it may be necessary to estimate the

size and rate of growth of individuals in the stock in question. It may be

desirable to have some estimation of the "health" of certain populations of

fish in order to take some action to improve a poor resource or increase

fishing pressure on a possibly under-exploited population. A fish farmer

I

c

plotted and should form a straight line. Plotting the natural

against age t  Fig. V-3!, provides a slope of -K and an intercept

ink +Kt . A value of i giving the best linear fit may be
0 Co

better estimate for K determined as well. The intercept value

0
0 2 4 6 8 IO I2 I4 I6
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may want to know how soon his fish will be ready for market. The accuracy

and extent of the predictive power of the model chosen will zest on its

appropriateness and on the extent and accuracy of data used to calculate the

results.

The digital computer has been employed more and more often for compiling,

sorting, and calculating the various analyses traditionally used in fisheries

management. Gerking �965! introduced a program to describe the scale radius-

body length/weight relationship. A program for the von Bertalanffy equation

which automatically plots the Walford data to give R , as well as K and tIXI 0

their standard errors, fitted lengths for ages from zero to the maximum in

the sample, sample mean length by age, as well as all standard errors and

variance-covariance matrix has been developed  Abramson 1971!.

In addition to these programs, computer programs have been written of

extremely sophisticated input models which weigh effects of a multitude of

environmental, physiological, and test parameters  Paloheimo and Dickie 1965,

Menshutkin and Kislyakov 1967!. In addition to monitoring actual population

growth, computer useage has allowed simulation of natural and theoretical

events to extend the predictive potential. However, even though the analytical

capability is very sophisticated, the fisheries analyst should always care-

fully select the conceptual model most appropriate to the problem at hand.
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CHAPTER SIX

RECRUITMENT*

Recruitment is typically defined as thi addition of new members to the

population under consideration. Although s«ch a definition is sufficiently

encompassing, it does not irnrnediately !iake clear two important considerations

in fisheries management, exploitation;!nd sexual maturation.

To the exploitor, recruitment is 'he entry of young fish into that portion

of the population open to exploitation. To the fisheries manager, charged

with the responsibility of maintaining high catches, recruitment indirectly

hinges on passage into the spawning st«ck. Therefore, three types of

"recruitment" may be distinguished.

 l! recruitment to the stock;

�! recruitment to the fishable stock  i.e. that part subject to

exploitation!;

�! recrui,tment to the mature stock of egg producers.

The first two types of recruitment may result from changes in a fishes'

physical location, habit, or size; whiie maturation recruitment  the third
type! is more strictly a function of growth. This multidimensional view of
recruitment is often requisite to effe< tive management, especially to avoid

the overexploitation of immature fish;!nd yield declines from unnecessary

protection of !nature stocks.

Recruitment and its relationship ro stock size and environmental conditions

is a difficult but important subject f!!r fisheries managers. As the annual

*WILLIAM J. MATTER, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute arrd State University, Blacksburg, Virginia.



increment to a stock, recruitment is a vehicle of population continuity

and the base of future yield. The failure of many important fisheries has

been caused by recruitment failure. Gushing �973! suggests that the problem

of overfishing, expressed in terms of growth, has been replaced by the more

serious recruitment overfishing in which the degree of stock reductions has
resulted in recruitment declines.

A number of factors affect recruitment, including size of the spawning

stock, environmental factors, predation, and competition. These factors can
be categorized as either densit -inde endent or densit -de endent. Density-

independent factors act in a manner unrelated to population level. pollution,

floods, and water temperature act independent of population level. A fisheries
manager must often handle these as probabilistic or stochastic events.

Density-dependent factors are related to population level or ecological inter-
relationships. Competition, predation, and disease may be related to

population level and can be considered density-dependent factors. The desire

and need to know the structure and function of the recruitment process,
especially for improving predictive capabilities, has led to development of
atock-recruitment models.

Ricker Model

A fish population, even when not exploited, ia limited in size. This

is merely an extension of the general concept that a biotic population at
the lang-term equilibrium point is under the approximate condition of

births equaling deaths. Far this condition to exist, the population must

be under some natural controls. Ricker �954! hypothesized this regulator
to be density-dependent mortality which had its major impact during the

early life stages of the individual fish. No such regulator is pronounced
in the adult stages, although growth rate probably does change somewhat as a
density-dependent function. Regulatory mortality acts as a compensatory
mechanism, with greatest effect at high population levels and little effect

at low population levels. Such compensatory mechanisms might include prevention
of breeding due to a limited number of breeding sites; maintenance of territories

by spawners; limited living space or food for larvae and/or fry; cannibalism of
eggs, larvae, and/or fry; increased disease and parasitism' ,"conditioning" of
the water due to accumulation of waste materials causing a depressing effect
 Ricker 1954!; decreased fecundity with reduced food supply  Blaxter 1969!; or
predation on immature fish  Everhart et al. 1975!.
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There are also non-compensatory or density-independent mechanisms acting

to produce changes in mortality; for ex maple, temperature, salinity, pH,

wind action, or pollution. These facto s are usually random effects which

result in changes unrelated to stock size.

The average size of the maturing group  i.e. recruitment! represents

the average result of the action of density-dependent and density-independent

mortality acting on the sexual products produced by a given stock level.

Under the assumption that the density-dependent factors dominated the stock-

recruitment relationship, Ricker developed a family of "reproductive curves",

plotting existing stock against the future stock produced  Fig. VI-1!. The

axes can conveniently be labeled as numbers of eggs produced. The asymetrical

dome-shaped curve is generated from the expression:

R/ P/  P / ! �-P/ !
r r r

where:

R recruitment

R = recruitment at the replac ment point of stock, P
r r

F stock

the stock at which maxim>.~ recruitment is found

R  by def inition!
r

P P r
Zf u   P ! and 8   r/P !, then the expression may be rewritten,

/ F
r m

P 8 �-a! .

r

The 45' bisector in Figure Vl-1 is significant because it represents

exact replacement of the parent stock by subsequent recruits. The curvilinear

expression thus represents recruitment as a fraction of maximum and replacement

reproduction. With density-dependent mortality operating, the curve rises

above the replacement line, peaks, and then falls through the bisector. From

simple manipulation of the model, the compensatory action can be demonstrated,

with reductions in recruitment at high stock levels and "surplus recruitment"

above that required for replacement at low and moderate stock levels. It

can also be seen  Fig. VI-1! that at some stock abundance an absolute maximum

in recruitment is achieved, indicative of some "carrying capacity," while

at some lower stock density, a maximum surplus recruitment occurs. The
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attainment of this later point has often been proposed as a desirable manage-

ment objective. An infinite number of such curves can be generated, each

differing in the location and acuity of the maximum.

The Ricker model is usually applicable in situations where there is only

one target fish, as is often the case in Pacific salmon fisheries. The model

is not ideal for many lake and stream situations where similar species occur.

The Ricker model assumes that maximum fish production is the management
objective and is concerned with the total weight of fish in the stock and

thereby does not incorporate individual growth differences. It assumes

generally that the spawning population will spawn only once.

STOCK ~

Figure VI-1. The two classical stock-recruitment curves: A, the Ricker
curve; and B, the Beverton-Holt curve.

Beverton-Holt Model

Cushing �968, 1973! presents a detailed development of the Beverton-Holt
stock-recruitment curves. Recognizing that density-dependent and density-
independent mortality factors are acting on young fish, Beverton and Holt
used the expression:
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dN / =  ul + u2N!N
dt

where.

N t: he number of larval fish

u the instantaneous coef f icient of density-independent mortality
l

u = the instantaneous coefficient of density-dependent mortality.

The curves produced are asympotic  Fig. VI-1! rather than domed, as in the

Ricker curves. The former imply that recruitment is in equilibrium with a

wide range of stock abundance.

Gulland �974! points out that if the density-dependent mortality acting

on pre-recruit fish is proportional to the density of adults or the initial

density of eggs or young, then a Ricker type curve will apply. If the

mortality at any instant of time is governed by the current density of young

fish, a Beverton-Holt curve is derived. The applicability of the models may

also bear some relationship to the level of fecundity associated with the

species.

Recruitment Re ression Nodels

A number of workers have combined density-dependent and density-independent

factors into multiple regression models. The general case is

R ~ f N, Environmental Factors!

Recruitment is predicted as a function of population level and any number of

environmental factors, such as water ' emperature and weather conditions. An

example of data to which this approach is applicable has been derived for

a hypothetical warmwater impoundment  see next page!.

Using the mutiple regression model

R = f  Stock, Day Water Reached 65 F, Crappie Stock!
0

a prediction of R and a measure of the variance accounted for by the three

independent variables can be computed. Extensive data are required in order

to apply regression techniques.
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Crappie
Stock

Level

Day Water
Reached

65 F

Stock

Size

Bass

Year Recruitment

2,000
2,900
3,400
1,900

2,600
2,100
2,000
3,400

4,500
2,800
3,200
4,500

1960

1961

1962

1963

110

102

122

108

1964

1965

1966

1967

3,100
20900
3,900
1,800

6,800
8,200
1,200
1,500

2,200
2,600
3,300
3,900

118

l22

106

136

Limitations af Classical Models

The stock-recruitment models discussed deal specifically with the
quantity of the parent stock, assuming that its quality is even throughout.
In contrast, Slobodkin �973! summarizes the importance of the "reproductive
value" of the individual, where reproductive value is a function of age,
life expectancy, and fecundity. It is clear that certain individuals have

considerably higher reproductive value than others. Fisheries science, and
the study of population dynamics in particular, may now be at a point where
the mean and variance of characters such as fecundity, growth rate, dispersal
tendency, and survival under specific conditions must be quantified for the
parent stock. Fonomarenko �973! provides an apt example with cod in the
Barents Sea. The probability of a strong year-class of cod is greater when
the proportion of repeat spawners is high than when new recruit spawners
predominate the egg producers. Thus, high stock numbers is no reproductive
safeguard because a large stock having little reproductive value is in a

much more "dangerous" situation than a considerably smaller stock with

individuals possessing a high reproductive value  Slobodkin 1973!.

Another criticism of the standard models is that they do not adequately
reflect the true dynamics of many important fishes. In support of such a
contention is the inability of many workers to positively correlate stock

level to subsequent recruitment  Backiel and LeCren 1967; Cushing 1968, 1973;
Ricker, 1975!.

The apparent lack of correlation may truly be due to the inability of
the models ta adequately explain natural population phenomena; however, it
is clear that the influence of environmental factors is also a dominant
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source of variation. Recruitment may vary by a factor of two  e.g. Pacific

salmon! to a factor of two orders of magnitude  e.g. some herring!  Gushing

l973! ~ Year to year differences in environment characteristics may result

in reproduction fluctuations much greater than any associated with variations

in stock density'

Cushing �973! has critized the Ricker model for its lack of ease of

application to multi-aged stocks. Many, if not most, of the important

species are made up of several exploitable age-classes, each adding, their

sexual products to the "pool" from which the recruits come forth. In this

way, the number of age-groups in a population provides a buffering capacity

against environmental variation. The number of age-classes may even be a

function of a population's natural variability in recruitment. The inability

to fit the Ricker or Beverton-Holt curves to herring and cod stocks, the

inability to explain sudden and dramatic changes in recruitment in some

stocks, and the inability to predict changes mediated by environmental

influences led Cushing to attack the problem of identifying the compensatory

mechanism and its mode of operation.

Gushing �973! has developed a model in which density-dependent mortality

is evaluated relative to environmental changes. In the model he distinguishes

between stock-dependent functions, density-dependent functions, and density-

independent functions. Stock-dependent functions are those which are a

direct result of the parent stock abundance; density-dependent functions are

related strictly to the current number of larvae; and density independent

functions bear no relation to stock or larval densities.

Many of these points can be observed in freshwater systems. A lack of

correlation between spawning stock and subsequent year-class strength has

been reported for largemouth and smallmouth bass, walleye, and northern

pike  Clepper 1975!. Wide ranging variability in recruitment has most often

been attributed to environmental influences such as air and water temperature,

wind action, water level, siltation, pH , light, and dissolved oxygen. Upon

closer examination, most of these physical parameters might be observed to

exert their influence on recruitment through alteration in the amplitude and

timing of freshwater production cycles to the critical period of larvae feeding

and growth.
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The larvae of smallmouth and largemouth bass, walleye, yellow perch,
and northern pike all utilize a variety of zoo- and phytoplankton in their

diets initially and then move through a progression of large sized prey,

from insects to fish and crayfish. High larval mox'talities linked to reduce

growth as a result of reduced food availability have often been reported

 Hassler 1970, Clepper 1975!. It is also widely x'eported that recruitment

is already determined in the young-of-year fish, usually in the first few

weeks after hatching but certainly before the onset of their first winter

 Maloney and Johnson 1955; Priegel 1970!. For this reason, estimates of

larval or fry abundance by seining or trawling often yield a high correlation
with year-class strength.

Variations in year-class stxength for a given species may extend to all

of the lakes or streams in one geographical area and such variations may also
extend over several fish families within any one water body. This suggests
that some general meterological phenomenon might be the controlling factor,
again, by influencing the production cycle.

From a purely scientific standpoint, it is important to know the exact

mechanism of mortality and compensatory phenomena leading to the strength
of recruitment, but from a more practical view, it is usually essential only
to know which parameters significantly govern year-class strength and supply
predictive capabilities.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PREDICTING YlELD*

Fisheries managers require predictions on the possible consequences

of alternative management strategies in order to reduce uncertainties in

decision making. Formal predictions concerning the future status of fish

populations result from analysis of empirical yield models when applied to

the appropriate data.

Simple yield models demand less information and have inherent generality,

but they often have poor predictive power and account less for the dynamics

of the stocks. Hare complex models usually have higher predictive power

and provide greater insight into the dynamics of a population, but require

more data. Model selection is, therefore, of primary importance because

it determines the data requirements.

A useful and reliable yield prediction model must be appropriate to

the objectives of the fisheries management program. The chief requirement

of the yield model is to enable the right choice to be made between alter-

native management decisions within tolerable limits of uncertainty. Model

formulation should ideally be a dynamic process capable of evolving from

simple monitoring models employed in early stages of population exploitation

to more demanding and complex models used to describe better understood

populations. Certain management situations demand that only the approximate

magnitude of change in yield be monitored until reaching a critical level

of expLoitation. Over-exploited, economically valuable stocks require more

accurate indicators af change and, therefore, models of higher predictive

reliability.

Model formulation also provides a check against collecting insufficient

or superfluous data. It is important that the selected model fulfills the

+CklARI.ES T. STIFF, Department of Forestry and Forest Products, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia-
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stated management objectives, and that the model chosen is the simplest

alternative which meets these obj ectives. Unnecessary predictive reliability

 and unnecessary data acquisition! is a waste of management resources.

This chapter discusses single and multiple stock yield models and

includes examples of their applications in commercial and recreational

fisheries management. Models will be discussed according to the information

needed, the assumptions on which the mathematical development is based, the

relative predictive reliability, and the advantages and disadvantages in
practices' Yield models can be grouped into five categories: �! macro-
roduction models, which use certain grass physical, physiochemical, and

biological characteristics of the fishery to determine the potential yield
from various types of waters; �! sur lus ield models, which need only a

long series of catch and effort data, and combine effects of recruitment,
growth, and natural mortality into a single vali ed function of population
biomass; �! d amic ool models, which consider the population as the sum
of its individuals, and thus predict yield based on catch data and growth and

mortality rates; �! tro hic d amic models, which elucidate trophic level
interactions by use of functional notation and the simultaneous solution of
sets of resulting differential equations; and �! multidisci liner multi-
sta e decision models, which extend yield predicting capabilities of manage-

ment to allocating of catch and maximizing of value.

Macro Production Models

An accurate prediction of the potential yield available from a fish

population presumes availability of large quantities of data pertaining to
vital statistics on growth, mortality, population structure, movements,

behavior, and biomass for the stock. In addition, information on the physical
characteristics of the habitat, climatic effects, composition of the biotic

community, various abiotic factors stressing the fish population, temporal
and spatial nutrient relations, social and cultural traditions, and the
state of the local economy contribute to understanding a complex system. When

only a minimum amount of data are available, rough approximations of potential
yield can be developed to guide planning and decision making. For reliable
predictions, a long term series of replicated observations on yield, species
composition, and catch per unit effort are important. However, when these
data are absent  which is typical!, certain gross characteristics of the stock

can be determined with statistical reliability, including the potential yield.
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Fish production  or yield! is affected by three environmental influ-

ences: morphometric, edaphic, and climatic conditions. Thus, ~h sical

characteristics, such as lake area, mean depth, maximum depth, flushing

time, and shoreline development; h sicochemical characteristics, such as

istics, such as the number of trophic levels and their compositions, can

be used to roughly assess the production attainable from a fish population

complex.

Ryder �965! conducted a regression analysis of fish production on

morphometric and edaphic factors. This "morphoedaphic index" estimated

potential productivity of north temperate lakes as a function of mean

depth and total dissolved solids, and accounted for 75K of the variation

in production.

Multiple regression techniques, while less subjective, must be used

carefully. Nany independent variables are partially correlated which

decreases efficiency of the regressions. Problems with use of regression

methods for determining fish production include: �! varying fishing

pressure between lakes or fishing grounds; �! inadequacies of catch records

from certain recreational and commercial fisheries; �! relative accessibility
of lakes to markets; and �! noncomparable production rates between stocks

which occupy different trophic levels  Ryder 1965!.

Specific criteria for regression treatment of yield and the morpho-

edaphic index are: �! relatively homogeneous climatic conditions; �!

fairly constant ionic rations; �! approximately proportional flushing rates

per unit of lake volume; �! intensive fishing effort on a number of species

over a period of years; and �! inorganic turbidity of the same order of

magnitude  Ryder et al 1974!. The morphoedaphic index serves as a potentially
powerful monitoring device to indicate environmental pollution, degradation,
or general biological stress.

The regression treatment of homogeneous groups of lakes has been applied

to commercial and recreational fisheries. Ryder and Henderson �975! have

used the morphoedaphic index to approximate potential f ish yields f rota Lake

Nasser. Not enough catch and effort data  or other population dynamics

information! were available for this recently created ressrvior to make

realistic estimates of potential fish yield. Instead, morphometric and

edaphic data were utilized to establish yield predictions in relation to

other tropical lakes. This approach provides a valuable function of



monitoring the expansion of the Lake Nasser fishing effort in order to guide

current management decisions and planning. In commercial fisheries, such as

Lake Nasser, a more gradual and deliberate succession of exploitation can be

accomplished by using the morphoedaphic model as a first approximation

technique.

The morphoedaphic index constitutes a yield model of great generality.

The ma!or problems with the model are �! that it does not account for density

dependent factors in fish and community dynamics, and �! it gives estimates

of production which are not, species specific. However, when used with an

appreciation of their limitations, macro production models offer an important

diagnostic tool to guide development, predict yield when land use practices

change, and evaluate decisions in many fisheries. These models will become

more useful and gain greater acceptance when the functional relationship

can incorporate climatic chan~;es  treating climate as another independent

variable!, and when their use can be extended from closed systems, such as

lakes, to consideration of oceanic systems.

Sur lus Yield Models

Surplus yield models are single stock models characterized by requiring

no data on the age structure of either the catch or the stock. The basic

approach for single stock models is summarized by the following equation:

P P + R + g - m � C
2 1

where P Total biomass of stock at t
2 I

P ~ Total biomass of stock at t
1 0

Addition of biomass from recruitment

g Addition of biomass from growth

Loss of biomass from natural mortality

Biomass of the annual catch

Factors which affect the level of a population are highly interdependent.

The surplus yield model provides an adequate summary of past events, but is

of less value in predicting future yields because factors are represented by

their effects. A predictive model, however, can be developed relating stock

size to fishing mortality rate with catch per unit effort data used to

estimate stock size and instantaneous fishing mortality rate measured by



total fishing effort  Schaefer 1954!. This model formulation requires a

long series of such catch and effort data, but combines effects of recruit-

ment, growth, and natural mortality into a simple function of population

biomass which is a description of population dynamics under equilibrium

conditions.

The surplus yield model is based on the tendency for a population to

increase along a sigmoid or logistic curve and, in a given stable situation,

to have a long term average abundance  Fig. VII-1!. Thus, when a population

O 8 5!
TIME~

Figure VII-3.. Sigmoid growth curve of abundance  N! versus time, the basis
of the surplus yield model.

experiences increased mortality, it attempts to increase abundance by means

of increased growth, reproduction, or survival. The greatest rate of natural

increase occurs at the inflection point. The natural rate of increase

decreases as the population increases in abundance  wi,th increasing mortality
and decreasing reproduction and growth! until reaching zero at the maximum or

limiting population size  P and often defined as "carrying capacity" !.

Yield from a fish population is a function of the population abundance

and total fishing effort; therefore, under equilibrium conditions population

size is a function of effort  Fig. VII-2!. The highest yield occurs where

the slope equal zero on the logistic curve, which corresponds to a population

size one-half that of the original, unexploited stock. Further increases in

fishing effort' product a decrease in equilibrium yield, and a condition of

overfishing.
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Figure VII-2. Equilibrium yield versus effort.

The assumptions inherent in the logistic model are: �! population

abundance is the only factor causing variation in the annual natural rate

of population increase; �! all fundamental rate parameters of the population

can be combined ta produce a simple functional relationship between the rate

of stock increase and stock size; �! catch per unit effort is proportional

to the stock size; �! instantaneous fishing mortality rate is proportional

to fishing effort; �! time lag between spawning and recruitment has no

effect on the population level; and �! a synnnetrical relationship exists

between yield and effort  i.e., catchability is constant!. The first four

assumptions form the basic framework under which the model was developed,

provide the logic for the simplicity of the model, and are often reasonable

first approximations of a complex ecosystem. Many modifications of the

surplus yield model have been developed. These modifications are based on

different shapes of the growth curve described in Figure VII-1. The reader

is referred to Fox �970!, Gulland �912!, or Ricker �915! for further

descriptions.

Surplus yield models are particularly valuable in the early stages of

an investigation to make preliminary appraisals before more biological

data are available. They are also important when biological data do not

exist or only catch and effort data can be easily obtained. Their greatest



advantage is that they require only a lang series of catch and effort data,

which is available for many commercial fisheries.

D amic Pool Nodels

Dynamic pool models are single stock yield prediction models of greater

mathematical complexity which require extensive catch and effort data and

data on the size and age composition of the catch. These "analytical" models

consider the population as the sum of the individual fish. The models are

more flexible in predicting yield for different amounts of fishing effort

and different ages of recruitment. Assuming that recruitment is independent

of stock size and that stack level is in equilibrium, then the average potential

yield from the stock during any period is proportional to the average recruit-

ment. Therefore, yield from an average cohort during its life would be equal

to the average yield from all cohorts during any year. In addition, the

yield from a cohort is proportional to the number recruited to it. Yield

per recruit is, therefore, an expression of yield, which is proportional to

the total potential yield from the stock, and no attempt is usually made to
estimate the actual number of fish recruited to the population.

Total yield is predicted by the basic dynamic pool model with the
following general expression:

Y ~ f  F,N,W!

where:

Y total yield

the instantaneous fishing mortality rate

N the number of fish in the stock

W the average weight of an individual fish

Application of the model involves a number of assumptions, and the

usefulness and reliability of conclusions from application of the model

depend on the extent ta which these assumptions are reasonable. The basic

assumptions are that  I! fish die once and only once, and �! fish grow as
they get older. Specific applications, in addition, incorporate the

convenient assumptions that  l! behavior of the population can be described

by the sum of average individuals  there is no need to account for differences

between individuals!, and �! actual relationships of growth, mortality, and
recruitment to abundance can be described by functional expressions.
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Ricker �958! and Beverton and Holt �957! have developed mathematical

solutions for the model. In comparison, the Ricker method provides a more

flexible solution than the Beverton-Holt model because it permits realistic

simulation of growth and mortality when these cannot be expressed as simple

functions of age. The major disadvantage to the Ricker modeL is the massive

amount of calculation involved to process the frequent measurements of size

by age as well as the need for extensive data on natural mortality. The

advantage of the Ricker model over the Beverton-Holt method is its flexi-

bility in investigating effects of different management strategies. The

latter model permits investigation of only adjustments in total fishing
pressure and age at entry into the stock. The Ricker model, however, can

also evaluate effects of closed seasons by assuming a zero mortality rate
during closed intervals, instead of reducing the overall value of fishing
mortality to adjust for closure. For example, in recreational fisheries,
the effect of opening the season at a later time can be predicted  Ricker

1975!. The major advantage of the Beverton-Holt model lies in its mathema-

tical compactness, which expresses rate parameters as simple functions of
age.

The fundamental difference between the two models is that the Ricker

model is based on an intensive study of instantaneous mortality rate summed
over variable length periods. The Beverton-Holt model, on the other hand,
is a comprehensive study of all population rate parameters expressed as
mathematical functions, which are integrated over all age classes. Chapter
9 provides a more detailed description of the mathematical development of
the stock-recruitment relationship.

Tro hic D amic Models

Trophic dynamic models do not assume a steady state population structure

as is assumed in nondynamic single stock models. They are broadly based

biologically and theoretically and offer an appealing approach to yield
prediction in fisheries. The surplus yield and dynamic pool models approach

a fish population as a nondynamic, single stock system, but many fisheries
resources are exploited as multi-species population complexes. The intuitive

step is to analyze component interrelationships and model the system with

dynamic interactions, but this modeling approach necessitates large amounts
of data. Key data needed far trophic dynamic models to have maximum

predictive reliability are age distribution of the stock, growth rate for
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each year class; data on hydrographic factors, interspecific competition,

pathogen and predator population levels; and any other factors which govern

productivity of the fish population.

The degree of model complexity required to establish and express basic

interrelationships of any ecosystem requires that simpler models  surplus

yield, dynamic pond, etc.! should fi.rst be explored and evaluated before

proceeding to more elaborate models typical of the trophic dynamic approach-

Many empirical values of coefficients for complex models cannot be approxi-

mated with current knowledge and many mathematical equations are at best only

crude approximations of the behavior of aquatic ecosystems. For example,

Saila and Parrish �972! assumed interacting components had linearity and

steady state conditions and used graph theory to construct a simplified

system. Basic ecological trophic components were combined to form a more

complex model. This first approximation technique provides insight into the

system's behavior, and, at times, in a reliable empirical model.

As in most modeling efforts, ecosystem components should be diagrammed
to illustrate possible interrelationships. Block and arrow models can then

be stated in mathematical terms as functional relationships between inter-

acting components. Sets of di.fferential equations representing the system
can be solved simultaneously with use of computer-assisted procedures. Lackey
and Zuboy �975! constructed a simple model which accounted for interspecific
competition and predation based on the spawning sequence of three fish species.
This model used speci.es interrelationships to create a set of differential

equations. Walter and Hoagman �971! developed a general multi-species model

which could be used on the Great Lakes and could account for as many variables
as the user wanted to consider. Plant et al �973! modeled the biological,
physical, and management components of the Cayuga Lake fishery. Effects of
various fishing rates were then examined by varying instantaneous fishing
mortality rate. Parrish �975! constructed a mathematical model for performing
dynamic simulations of groups of interacting marine fishes. Trophic webs
of any size or form could be constructed using the basic model. Formulation

of any of the above models points out the nature of the data required.
Currently, the primary advantages of trophic dynamic models are to identify
data needs and guide future studies, and to provide insights into the
processes of the ecosystem. Chapter 9 provides a more detailed example of
the mathematical development necessary to develop trophic dynamic models.
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Multidisci linar Decision Models

This final group of models is aimed at extending the yield predicting
capabilities of management to allocating catch, maximizing value, and in
general, achieving any specific management oh/ective. These models merge
economic factors with the biological factors controlling yield. Rothschild
and Balsiger �971! used linear-programming ta allocate catch of salmon
among the days of the salmon run, and then maximized the value of the catch
under certain economic constraints. Multidisciplinary decision models will
become increasingly important as more stocks are exploited.

Effectively managing multi-stock fisheries is a perpetual enigma in
fisheries management. Successfully managing a single species is difficult
at best, but managing a fishery with two, three, or more competing species
is a formidable, if not impossible, task. To enhance understanding of
fisheries and thereby increase management capabilities, mathematical models,
such as those covered in this chapter, have been formulated which attempt to

describe how fish populations and complexes function. Some of these models
have become classical tools in fisheries management. Unfortunately, none of
the models are easily applicable in multispecies situations which are
characteristic of many fisheries. The classical models generally apply best
to single species fisheries as found in marine fisheries and only sometimes

in freshwater.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Systems analysis is a process of translating concepts about a complex
system into a generalized abstraction of the system and manipulating the
abstraction to evaluate various decision alternatives. This definition is
quite comprehensive and its full impact may not be easily recognized. A
system is classically defined as "regularly interacting and interdependent
components forming a unified whole." An ecosystem involves simultaneous
functioning of a group of populations and the non-living environment which
surrounds them. The functioning of an ecosystem can be analyzed in terms
of energy circuits, food chains, diversity patterns in time and space,
nutrient cycles, evolution, and cybernetics. All of these are vital consider-
ations to determining interactions taking place within an ecosystem. An
ecosystem forms the basic structure of a fishery and acts as the constraint.
in management.

The interactions taking place within an ecosystem present a complicated
puzzle to fisheries scientists. No organism can exist by itself. It is
dependent on other organisms as well as its environment. Such interdependence
produces a multitude of relationships within an ecosystem. For example, game
fish depend on forage fish far their energy requirements. These forage fish
in turn rely on insect larvae which fee.d on algae. Algae utilize the sun' s
energy to initiate the food chain. The number of interactions taking place
within any ecosystem is overwhelming.

Several characteristics of an ecosystem are especially important to
ecosystem analysis. The two most important of these are spatial and temporal
relationships. No ecosystem analysis ~ an be fully understood without a
knowledge of the relationships of the activities of the organisms in an
ecosystem in terms of both time and lo~ ation. Thresholds, limits, and
discontinuities are other important features. Thresholds refer to behavior

78
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differences among the organisms in an ecosystem. For example, game fish will

strike at a forage fish only after a certain hunger threshold has been
reached.

Limits involve non-linear aspects of an ecosystem. The gut of a game
fish can hold only so many forage fish at one time. Discontinuities deal

with non-linearity in ecosystems. Homeostasis is the property of an ecosystem
to resist change and maintain itself in a state of equilibrium. Natural

controls involve feedback mechanisms. For example, if a population begins
to grow too large for its food supply, adult fish may consume increasingly
larger volumes of their own young, thus tending to decrease the size of the

population. All af the interactions taking place within an ecosystem tend to
maintain system stability which results in a state of continuous but dynamic
equilibrium.

The ecosystem  systems! analysis approa=h is oriented toward the whole

system by study of the workings of system components. Ecosystem analysis
procedure is best explained by a series of steps:

1. Define the objectives of the analysis. An objective of an analysis
of a warmwater fishery might be to maximize equilibrium yield of
largemouth bass.

2. Determine which components of the ecosystem are relevant to meeting
the objectives of the analysis.

3. Conceptualize, identify, and quantify interrelationships between
system components.

The third step requires a thorough knowledge of the population dynamics
of the organisms contained in the system. When dealing with fish populations
this means estimating population size  N!, growth rate  K!, recruitment  R!,
and mortality rates  Z,F, and N! for each fish population included in the
analysis. This may require many stages of refinement for each component of
the system. For example, the interactions between population levels of adult

and young game fish can be conceptualized and refined through several stages
of development  Fig. VIE-1!. As soon as the degree to which interactions
take place has been initially estimated, quantification must be accomplished.
Statistical tools used in quantification procedures include:



80 a, F'IRST PASS:
»MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS NEEDED  DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN!

b. SECOND PASS:

SURVIVAL»

c. THIRO PASS: SURV I VAL»

SURVIVAL»

ADDS FEEDBACK MECHANISM FOR EFFECT OF PREDATION ON SURVIVAL.

d. FOORTH PASS

I. CONTINUE TO REFINE THE SYSTEM; 2. KEEP OBJECTIVES IN MIND;
3. DO NOT FALL IN LOVE WITH THE MODEL.

Figure VIII-l. Example of the steps in conceptualising a model of the
interaction between population levels of adult and young game fish.
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Multi le Re ression Anal sis

Multiple regression analysis relates simultaneous changes in several

independent variables  ecosystem components! to changes in a dependent

variable  defined obgectives!. Por example, the catch  C ! of rainbow
t

trout from a lake could be represented by the regression model:

C a+5C +Xf +6f +c
t t-1 t-l t

where:

Catch of year class i in year t-1

Fishing effort expended to catch all year classes in

year t

C
t-1

f
t

f Pishing effort expended to catch all year classes in year
t-1

a, g, A, and 6 are regression coefficients; c is "error"

Correlation Anal sis

the next step is constructing a mathematical model. There are many kinds of

models  Pig. VII-2!. Verbal and graphic models are informal. Systems analysis

involves formal models which are developed using statistical and mathematical

tools. In formal ecosystem modeling, system components and their quantified

interrelationships are defined in terms of mathematical equations to create

an abstraction of the real ecosystem.

Correlation analysis differs from regression analysis in that the

functional relationship of one variable to another is not considered. There

is no distinction between dependent and independent variables in correlation

analysis. Multiple correlation analysis measures the amount to which variables

co-vary. Covariance is negative when one variable increases and the other

decreases and positive when both increase or decrease at the same time. If

the variables are not linearly related to each other, then linear covariance

is zero.

After the interrelationship of the system components have been quantified,



82 c. VERBAL MODEL - WORD DESCRIPTION
NUMBER OF YOUNG BASS PRODUCED IS

RE! ATED TO HOW MANY SPAWN.

b. DIAGRAMS - BOXES AND ARROWS

SPAWNING

C. GRAPHIC MODEL

ADULT BASS

d. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

R = f NI
Figure VIII-2. General types of models applicable to fisheries science.

For example, suppose the ob!ective is to explain the change in catch in

a lake over time. The catch in biomass  C! could be described by the equation:

F N W
dC

dt t t

where:

W Average weight of fish of age t

F Instantaneous fishing mortality rate

N Number of fish  age t! alive in a typical year class
t

continuing with the mathematical development

C N W  A!
t F

t t Z

where,

A = Annual total mortality

Z = Instantaneous total mortality rate



This is an example of a rather simple model, but the mathematical inter-

relationships are defined and produce a formal abstraction of a real

ecosystem.

Differences in formal models are often due to the mathematical

description of parameters and forcing functions. Models which include the
effects of chance variation in the description of these elements are known

as "stochastic" models. A model which allows  by some probability! for

massive dieoffs due to winterkill $n a fishery would be a stochastic

model. "Deterministic" models do not include chance variation in their

mathematical equations, and consequently, the possibility of a random

catastrophic event is not considered. Ecosystems described by deterministic
models are perceived as remaining fairly constant. Stochastic models are
mathematically more difficult to develop and, consequently, deterministic

models are more popular.

After an initial working model has been developed, it must be refined

until it satisfactorily mimics the real situation and fulfills the objectives

of the analysis. This phase of model development is popularly known as

"exercising" and "optimizing" the model and often involves extensive analysis.

Model analysis provides an insight into the workings of the real ecosystem.

The previously discussed homeostatic properties of feedback and stability are

important in model sensitivity analysis. Models help to determine the relative

effectiveness of different feedback mechanisms in maintaining system stability.

The equations which represent these mechanisms can be changed and the result-

ing responses of the model studied. Using an ecosystem model, the effects

of increased primary production due to fertilization could be determined by

changing the value of a function so as to represent fertilization. Weaknesses

of a model, which are often due to a lack of information about a certain

aspect of the ecosystem can be traced to areas of data acquisition and handling

where improvements are needed.

There are three basic goals of model building:  I! realism; �! precision;

and �! generality. Realism describes the amount of correlation between the

mathematical equations af the model and the system. Precision is a measure

of the model's ability to mimic new data from the ecosystem on which it is

based. Generality refers to the number of different situations to which the

model is applicable. If the model successfully accomplished the objectives

for which it was developed, then the model is a success. The major benefit
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of systems analysis is in reducing effort by directing management and
research endeavors. Management is really an application of systems analysis
to solving specific problems'

Systems analysis in fisheries science offers potential in solving many
problems confronting modern society, but individuals with an educational range
covering many disciplines are needed. These kinds of fisheries scientists
should have extensive training in the f iel d s o f na tura I resource management,
statistics, mathematics, and computer programming.

Coupled with the wide acceptance of systems analysis, natural resource
managers, either directly or indirectly, have been influenced by the ready
availability of high-speed computers. The issue is not whether computer use
is inherently good or bad, but when and how we can use these tools effectively.
To what degree computers will improve resource management effectiveness cannot
be ascertained at this point, but use of computers in many situations is
very promising.

The most common application of computers in natural resource management
is data tabulation, processing, and analysis. The potential advantages in
terms of quantity and speed of data handling are obvious, but less apparent
is the problem of determining when to implement a computer approach. There
is no simple solution. Thorough familiarization with computer capability
allows a potential user to make "good" decisions on a case by case basis, but
there are presently few generalizations to assist professionals without
such specialized backgrounds.

A second common application of computers deals with automated and semi-
automated monitoring systems which could range from a completely automated
system such as environmental sensing connected directly to a computer facility,
to using creel clerks to record data on forms that can be processed directly
by computer support equipment. In the correct circumstances, use of computer
support in this manner can be highly efficient in fisheries management.

A third category of computer usage is applications to enhance natural
resource education, especially at the university level. Since resource
management problems are very complex and dynamic, it is difficult to transmit
to students a realistic appreciation of management problems. Computer
simulations of particular resources can be used as case studies for students
to practice management.
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Evaluation of management strategies with the aid of computer-implemented

simulators may be considered a fourth category and is a very promising

application of computers. Simulation allows the user to cope with the large

number of variables inherent in a complex system and manipulate decision

variables to ascertain likely results of a particular set of decisions.

Management of reservoir fisheries, one of the most formidable problems facing

our profession, has been approached with the aid of computer simulations.

The fifth category of computer application involves improving under-

standing of ecological interrelationships by employing computer simulation.

The continual interactive refinement between modeling and data acquisition,

and modelere and field personnel, is in itself a vehicle to improve under-

standing of ecological systems. The biggest problem with this approach, ae

with many new tools and techniques, is knowing when to use it and in what

format.

A sixth and final class of computer applications involves facilitating

numerical analysis. One of the perpetual difficulties in fisheries management

is developing beet strategies. The problem of maximizing  or minimizing! the

objective function by manipulating control  decision! variables, subject to

system constraints, is the core of natural resource management. Computers

can be useful in handling these types of problems'

Fisheries management modeling in the future will probably include the

major components of an ecosystem as well as feedbacks. In order to characterize

these feedback loops, models of ecological phenomena such as abundance-

reproduction relationships and predator-prey relationships will probably be

employed.

Moat importantly, a f isheries management model must use concepts of

optimization. If a fishery is to be managed effectively, the best decisions

must be made from the available alternatives. Optimizing a fishery implies

that effective measures of the fishery's performance have been developed;

i.e., the management objectives have been formally defined, but in most

systems this is far from true.
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CHAPTER NINE

DECISION ANALYSIS

Mana ament Ob ectivee

Objectives are the key components af management decision-making. The
quality of a management decision is based upon the degree to which the decision
leads to reaching management objectives. Objectives serve numerous purposes
or functions in fisheries management. They are basic organizers which direct
activities toward a desired end. Objectives serve as a scale or level
against which all management activities are evaluated. They enable managers
to determine how well the agency is doing. Objectives help agencies to set
priorities and allocate funds, personnel, and equipment for the best possible
ar optimum return. Objectives aid in research by identifying needs and
guiding data acquisition. Above all other functions, objectives discipline
thinking and organize the priorities of managers.

Management objectives are unique in their character They have specific
characteristics that set them apart from agency goals or missions. The four
characteristics of a management objective are:

l. It must be formal. The objective aims at a specific, well-stated
endpoint such as maximum yield or maximum recreational use.

2. It must be measurable. The accomplishment of an objective must
be measurable. In order to be so, the objective must be stated
in terms of measurable units such as kilograme per hectare yield
or angler-use days.

3. It must be acce table to the ublic and to rofessionals. If an
objective is not agreed upon by the major human components it
affects, then it is likely not to be realized. The agreement of
the various components of the public and professional sectors is
difficult to achieve.
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4. In most cases mana ement ob ectives are conce tuall si le but

technicall difficult to formalize. For example, it may be

conceptually very easy to maintain the quality of panfish fishing

in a lake by limiting harvest of top carnivores, but problems with

instituting end enforcing harvest restrictions on the carnivores

may be very difficult to accomplish.

Selecting management objectives incorporates input from two sources, the

public and the agency itself. Public involvement is very important in order
to receive needed social or political support. An agency must find a way

of incorporating public input into selection of objectives. This phase of

objective selection has been historically ignored on the basis that the public
does not understand the natural resource system or the decision alternatives.

A major problem in obtaining public input is obtaining a balance between the
vocal, special interest groups and the "silent majority". The problem is

further complicated because societal objectives are constantly changing.

Relative to agency involvement in selecting objectives, questions arise as to

the level at which actual objectives should be aimed. Should objectives be

defined in terms of national, regional, state, district, county, or local

concerns' The "scope" of a management objective must be well defined by

those who select it.

The quantitative aspect of management objectives must be emphasized.
Only through quantification can accomplishments be measured or can the systems
approach be applied. Quantified management objectives can be quite varied.
For example, the management objectives of a warmwater stream fishery could
possibly be any of the following:

l. Maximize yield to anglers

2. Maximize the quality of angler experiences

3. Maximize species diversity

4. Maximize aesthetics

5. Preserve certain or all species

Any of these objectives could interfere with the objectives of other fisheries
managers, or forestry, wildlife, agriculture, or recreation interests. Clearly,
developing an interface between all competing uses of a resource is quite
difficult.
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Mana ement Strate

The basic strategy associated with fisheries management objectives is

optimization of some aspects of the resource system. The management analysis

involved in achieving optimization is conceptually simple, but can become

complex in practice. An overview of the basis for optimization can be

expressed by the general model  see Chapter l for additional discussion!:

f  Xl~ X2~ ...X I Yl' Y2~ ...Y !

where:

Q is the social benefit to be optimized;

X s are possible decision variables, and

Y's are constraints  social, budgetary, etc.!  The vertical line

reads "given that".!

The model can be solved given an understanding and quantification of

the system involved, as well as the array of decision variables and constraints

encountered. Numerous analytical tools are at the managers disposal. The

tools can include the more subjective means of logic and experience. Nore

formal and objective approaches involving mathematical models, linear program-

ming, and computer simulation are applicable in many situations. The methods

used depend on the nature of the objective as well as the information and

resources available to the manager.

Examples of strategies used in deriving management decisions are numerous.

Given that an objective is defined and accepted, the job of the manager is to

meet that objective within specified constraints. Strategies are the various

routes to meet the management objective.

There are few generalizations available in reviewing various management

strategies. Any management problem should, however, be systematically

attacked from a systems analysis standpoint. Six examples of population

analysis strategy used to achieve defined objectives are presented here with

their advantages and disadvantages.

Stock-Recruitment Strate

Assume that our management objective is MSY  maximum sustained yield!

from a stock, and stock level is closely related ta the number of spawning
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adults. Such conditions are most closely met by Pacific salmon and, to a

lesser extent, by other anadromous or adfluvial species. If we can reasonably

accept that the number of spawners determines the number of progeny that

recruit, a stock-recruitment model may form the basis of a management strategy

 Fig. IX-1!. By maximizing the difference between the recruitment population

level and the equilibrium population level, the maximum equilibrium yield can

be maintained. C/!

K O Y
WO
EO

0 0

 XI

D

NUMBER OF SF%WNERS tN SIOCK

Figure IX-1. Stock recruitment model expressing the relation between density
of spawners and density of recruits

The stock-recruitment strategy has several advantages in practice: �!

only data on adult fish are necessary; �! the model is well studied and there

is much published literature on its use; �! the model may be a good approxi-

mation of a complex ecological system; and �! the effectiveness of management

efforts is relatively easily measured, since the unit of system output is

the captured fish.

Disadvantages of the stock-recruitment strategy include:  l! the

assumption that the relationship is due to density dependent factors; �!

the assumption that the adult stock is homogeneous  no fluctuation in age

structure!; and �! the assumption that MAX Y is the desired management

objective. See Chapter 6 for further development of the model.

Re ression Prediction Strate

Most management situations do not warrant use of the stock-recruitment

model, but rather some other approach. Regression prediction is an approach

in which key factors are used to predict maximum equilibirum yield.
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For example, we may wish to predict the catch of lake trout in a

particular fishery. Catch in a particular year is hypothesized to be a

function of last year's catch, the fishing effort last year, and the fishing

effort in the particular year. Therefore,

C a+ gC +uf + Sf +q
t t-1 t-1 t

where,

C Catch in year t
t

C = Catch in year t-1
t-1

f Fishing effort in year t
t

f = Fishing effort in year t-1
t-1

c = Unaccounted for variation

a, P, u, and 6 are regression coefficients calculated from data

In practice, data for a number of years are used to solve models of

the above type. Then, by manipulating decision variables  such as angling

pressure through season regulations!, the manager can determine maximum

yield or the yield under a potential management decision. Selecting the

independent factors  C , C 1, f, and f 1! is often difficult to practice.t' t-1' t-1

Such parameters as total dissolved solids, water temperature, barometric

pressure, and average lake depth have also been used'

Advantages to using a regression prediction strategy include: �!

relative ease of mathematical analysis; �! data are often available; �!

extreme flexibility in model structure; and �! density dependent and

density-independent factors can be mixed, although analytical difficulty

increases rapidly.

Disadvantages of the regression prediction strategy are: �! a stable

environment must generally be assumed; �! a stable age class structure

must usually be assumed; �! selecting initial independent variables may be

difficult; and �! the error term  E! may always, even with a highly complex

model, account for most of the variation.

Constant Environment Strate

Usually the general principle underlying strategies that assume a constant

environment is an effort at manipulating population statistics to achieve

maximum yield. This type of strategy is often considered to be classical



population dynamics. Most of the variation in fish abundance, growth, and
mortality is assumed to be predictable based on certain population statistics
and their interrelationships. Such an approach usually requires a rather
complicated mathematical and conceptual development. Derivation of an equation
to predict yield based upon abundance  N!, recruitment  R!, growth  K!, total
mortality  Z!, and fishing mortality  F! has been outlined in Chapter 7. An
example of the manner in which the various populations parameters are incor-
porated into a yield model is as follows:

First consider total mortality  Z!:

Since,

dN -ZN
dt

And,

t

t dN~ f -ZNdt
J'

c t

-Zht
N e

t 0

But, since we are primarily interested in fish after they recruit

-Zwt

t

Follcwing the same reasoning relative to fishing mortality  F!, it is known
that the more fish harvested from a stock, the lower stock level  Fig. IX-2!.
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r
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U O K
4J

D R'

Then,

e FN
dc

dt t

t

f dC~ f FNdt
t

c
t

C -f FNdt
t

c

But~

-Zt -Zt
N Ne Re

t o
 if At ~ l!

Then,

t

C~f F [Re ~ dt
c

Finally, by integrating over the time an age class will be vulnerable to

fishing

C = R [1 - e
Z

Figure IX-2. Relation between fish harvest  C! from a stock and the stock
abundance  N! over time.
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�! 'n'ith growth  K!, it was shown that

can be reduced to

-K t-t ! 6w =w Il-e o]

By adding the expression for w , C becomes Y and

-Zt F
Y K[1-e ] � 1 K  w � w !dt

Z t
c

This equation for estimating Y is called a "yield equation" and is a mathe-

matical statement of the "theory of fishing"  See Chapter 1! .

Variable Environmental Strate

If environmental factors act in a variab1e manner to such a degree that

relatively simple strategies are inappropriate, the manager may be found to

use a "big model" approach. For example, assume we can control largemouth

bass survival at various stages in the life cycle  selective chemical treat-

ment, stocking, regulations, predator control, etc.!. We then wish to

manipulate these various controls  survivals! ta maximize catch.

Then

Ij Io I 1 i2 i3
S..

Ig

The advantages of classical population dynamics as a strategy are: �!

the relatively simple conceptual basis; �! there are often large quantities

of available data, especially in commercial fisheries; �! the vital statistics

can be controlled  at least somewhat! by practical decisions; and �! the

models can easily be computer-implemented.

Disadvantages include: �! rate statistics are assumed to be constant

 this may be ad/usted for, but it is difficult!; �! constants are difficult

to accurately estimate; �! extrinsic factors may be very important to the

system; and �! the model may not adequately reflect changes in population

level.
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where

N ~ Number of bass in the ith year class surviving to the jth

birthday

S Probability of survival of individual bass in the ith year
in

class from the n - 1 to the nth age

N = Number of bass in the ith year class that hatched
io

Since

E = Fraction of fish caught over a specified time  exploitation rate!

then

Cij E Nij

The advantages of this approach are: �! any system can be described,

at least conceptually; and �! the model structure bears a close relationship

to biological and realistic mechanisms.

Disadvantages include: �! bookkeeping and analytical problems may be

tremendous � one needs extensive computer support; �! model quantification

results in a relatively large data requirement; �! modeling detail may obscure

management objectives; and �! cost of this strategy may exceed benefits.

Strate to Hsximize Profit

In commercial fisheries the participants wish to maximize their personal

profit or net income. Yield is important only as it affects profit  Fig. IK-3!.

The "total cost" line may be linear or bend up with time, but in any case it

must rise with additional fishing effort. Total revenue from the catch will

increase rapidly with additional fishing effort at lower levels. With heavier

fishing pressure, total revenue will stabilize and then decrease.

To maximize total profit, fishing effort should be held at a point that

results in maximum deflection between total cost and total revenue. In

practice, fishing efforts tend to stabilize around the intersection of total

cost and total revenue. This point is, of course, zero profit for the total

fishery, although some fishermen will show a profit while others lose money.
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NUMBER OF FISHERMEN  EFFORT!

Figure IX-3. Relation between economic yield  $! and the amount of fishing
effort on a particular stock.

This strategy is intuitively acceptable from a societal standpoint,
but are fisheries managed for the benefit of the participants or society
as a wholes In practice, it is difficult to control fishing effort without
reducing the fishermen collectively to a zero profit level.

Mana ement Benefit Unit Strate

In all the previously discussed strategies, we measured fisheries output
in pounds, numbers, or dollars. In recreational fisheries these measures of
output have often been criticized as being poor measures of true benefits.
Aesthetic and other intangible factors are important in recreational fisheries,

but they are difficult to measure.
Assume that we develop a scale af benefit measure produced from a fishery

 m~ana ament hanefit unit or mhu!. The output yrom a fishery as measured in
mbu's may be composed of factors such as yield, water quality, crowding, user
conveniences, and others  Fig. IX-4!. The shape of the output line may be
highly irregular, but should rise rapidly, level off, and then decline.
The cost line may be equally irregular, but should at least continuously
rise.

A strategy to maximize the net mbu's  maximum deflection between cost
and output! seems reasonable. However, people will still participate or
enter the fishery as long as they show a net profit. The total profit will
thus, without management, tend toward zero.
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Figure IX-4. Relation between management benefit units, fishing effort,
cost, and output from a fishery.

The variety of approaches by which management decisions may be reached

is exemplified by these six examples. The entire scope of analysis of

exploited fish populations is to lead to rational, justifiable management

decisions that produce results conducive to stated objectives. All information

on abundance, mortality, growth, and so forth is gathered for the purpose

of improving management decisions. Understanding and utilizing the various

population parameters is an integral part of management strategies, whether

they are highly mathematically oriented or based on logic and experience.
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